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Regulating the “Too Big to Jail”
Financial Institutions

Jerry W. Markham†

INTRODUCTION

In the wake of the Financial Crisis of 2008 (Financial Crisis), scarcely a week has passed without government regulators announcing another multi-billion-dollar settlement with one or more members of a small group of large multinational banks. Those banks include the Bank of America Corp. (BofA), JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPMorgan), Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. (Wells Fargo), Goldman Sachs Group Inc. (Goldman Sachs), Morgan Stanley, Citigroup Inc. (Citigroup), UBS AG (UBS), Deutsche Bank AG (Deutsche Bank), Credit Suisse Group AG (Credit Suisse) Barclays Plc (Barclays), HSBC Bank USA NA (HSBC), and the Royal Bank of Scotland Group Plc (RBS).¹

A horde of state, federal, and even foreign regulators have been jointly demanding these massive payouts. Those regulators include the Department of Justice (DOJ), Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC), Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), Federal Reserve Board (Fed), Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), Treasury Department (Treasury), Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), and Department of Labor (DOL). State attorneys general, from forty-nine states, plus the District of Columbia, and even local municipal prosecutors and state

† Professor of Law, Florida International University College of Law at Miami.
pension fund administrators also participated in many of these settlements. Particularly active at the state level were attorneys general from New York (NYAG) and the New York Superintendent of Financial Services (NYSFS). Foreign regulators joining in these settlements include the U.K. Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and regulators from Switzerland, Netherlands, and the European Union.²

By the end of 2016, the costs associated with those settlements for the sixteen largest banks collectively totaled more than $320 billion.³ To put that number in perspective, it is approximately equal to the combined annual expenditures of the state governments of New York, New Jersey, and Illinois.⁴ The staggering amount of these settlements, and the broad array of charges brought by multiple regulators for the same conduct would seemingly suggest that the large banks are so completely corrupt that they should be put out of business. However, exactly the opposite occurred. As this article will describe, these settlements were carefully structured to avoid any interference with the banks’ business models. In addition, high-level executives at those banks were given immunity from prosecution as a part of the settlements.⁵ Only lower-level officers

---

² See Jerry W. Markham, Regulating the Moneychangers, 18 U. PA. J. BUS. L. 789, 848–63 (2016) [hereinafter Regulating the Moneychangers] (describing the role of several of those regulators).


and traders were prosecuted criminally, but the government has had a surprising lack of success even in those prosecutions.\(^6\)

Critics have charged, not without justification, that these payouts were really just “official larceny” on a grand scale.\(^7\) This article will show that those settlements generated lurid headlines but had no real consequences for bank executives and served only to bolster the reputation of regulators. While sparing executives, the settlements imposed a massive and seemingly random tax on the assets of innocent shareholders, a tax that Congress did not levy. Equally innocent employees were laid off by the tens of thousands in order to recover the costs of the settlements.

This article advocates an alternative to the duplicative and ineffective regulatory system that now exists to punish large banks. Part I traces the history of efforts to punish white-collar crime and how that effort led to the development of the present “too big to jail” regulatory model.\(^8\) Part II describes the cases brought against the large banks in the wake of the Financial Crisis of 2008 and their settlements with multiple regulators who failed to prevent the misconduct in the first place and who approved settlements that did little to deter future abuses. Part III proposes an alternative to the existing “functional” regulatory model in the form of a single regulator

\(^6\) Brandon L. Garrett, *The Rise of Bank Prosecutions*, 126 YALE L.J.F. 33, 44–45 (2016) (noting that individuals who were prosecuted “were typically low-level employees; perhaps as a result, these individual prosecutions generally resulted in fairly low sentences for those that received any jail time.” (footnotes omitted)). As described later in this article, several lower-level traders were acquitted, had their convictions reversed or the government dropped charges. See infra note 69 and accompanying text.


> measure the agencies’ effectiveness at deterring misconduct. “They collect fines from huge corporations but does that really change corporate behavior and attitudes? The CEO signs off on the settlement, stays on board without consequences or jumps out of the plane with his golden parachute, and its business goes on as usual at the top with a directive to the subordinates to find another way to make more money to pay the next fine without regard to how that’s done!”


that would replace the host of government agencies now swarming over the banks. This article concludes that the burden of fines for financial crimes should be shifted from shareholders and employees to the actual wrongdoers, including senior executives.

I. HOW THE TOO BIG TO JAIL MODEL WAS DEVELOPED

This Part traces the history of so-called white-collar prosecutions and early concerns that business executives were being immunized from prosecution on the basis of their economic class. Although this attitude changed over the years, prosecutors discovered that proving criminal culpability by executives in large companies, for activities that were carried out by subordinate lower-level employees, was difficult. Still later, prosecutors created “task forces” composed of multiple regulators that proved effective in prosecuting financial crimes by executives at small financial institutions. That model, however, did not solve the problem of proving violations by executives at larger banks. Those executives were often separated by several layers of management from the actual wrongdoers, therefore making it difficult to prove criminal intent. Nevertheless, the threat of prosecution remains and large financial institutions can lose their business licenses (e.g., banking and broker-dealer registrations) even where only lower-level employees actually committed crimes. This led to the creation of the present too big to jail model in which large settlements make regulators look tough, while immunizing executives from prosecution and preserving their institutions’ business licenses.

A. Class Distinctions and Crime

Professor Edwin H. Sutherland appears to have coined the phrase “white-collar” crime in an address before the American Sociological Society in 1939. Sutherland attacked the then conventional wisdom that persons with low socio-economic status committed a higher incidence of crimes than wealthy businessmen. Sutherland argued that crime statistics

---

9 See Miriam H. Baer, Too Vast to Succeed, 114 Mich. L. Rev. 1109, 1134 (2016) (describing problems in the prosecution of large public companies and stating: “If nearly all publicly held corporations are bound to become corporate criminals in the technical sense, our legal system ought to have a better system defining ex ante which failures deserve condemnation and which ones do not.”).

were skewed because white-collar criminals were rarely prosecuted.\textsuperscript{11} He asserted that “[t]he most powerful group in medieval society secured relative immunity by ‘benefit of clergy,’ and now our most powerful groups secure relative immunity by ‘benefit of business or profession.’”\textsuperscript{12} Sutherland also noted that crimes of the upper class were usually handled administratively through the imposition of civil sanctions, rather than imprisonment, as was the case for so-called lower class crimes.\textsuperscript{13}

In support of his claims of white-collar immunity, Professor Sutherland cited a number of financers who had been prominently attacked in the press for financial abuses in the 1920s.\textsuperscript{14} Most of the individuals Sutherland identified, however, were charged with criminal offenses, committed suicide or were ruined financially or both, and he missed the mark. For example, Richard Whitney, a highly visible leader of the New York Stock Exchange, was imprisoned for several years after he was convicted by New York prosecutors of stealing funds to support his speculations.\textsuperscript{15} Samuel Insull, who was the head of a vast network of utility companies based in Chicago that collapsed in the wake of the Stock Market Crash of 1929, was indicted, but was acquitted of federal mail and wire fraud charges.\textsuperscript{16} Another Sutherland target, Albert Fall, Secretary of

\textsuperscript{11} Id. at 1–2.
\textsuperscript{12} Id. at 9.
\textsuperscript{13} Id. at 2 (identifying those individuals). Professor Sutherland stated that white-collar crimes:

differ principally in the implementation the criminal laws which apply to them. The crimes of the lower class are handled by policeman, prosecutors, and judges, with penal sanctions in the form of fines, imprisonment, and death. The crimes of the upper class either result in no official action at all, or result in suits for damages in civil courts, or are handled by inspectors, and by administrative boards or commissions, with penal sanctions in the form of warnings, orders to cease and desist, occasionally the loss of a license, and only in extreme cases by fines or prison sentences. Thus, the white-collar criminals are segregated administratively from other criminals, and largely as a consequence of this are not regarded as real criminals by themselves, the general public, or the criminologists.

\textsuperscript{14} Id. at 7–8.
\textsuperscript{15} Professor Sutherland also cited the “robber barons” of the nineteenth century as examples of wealthy businessmen committing economic crimes on a grand scale without consequence. Id. at 2, 8. However, at the time of their depredations, there was little regulation of business. \textit{See} JERRY W. MARKHAM, A FINANCIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES VOLUME 1: FROM CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS TO THE ROBBER BARONS (1492–1900) 251–65 (2002) (describing the actions of the Robber Barons).

\textsuperscript{16} \textit{See generally} MALCOLM MCKAY, IMPECCABLE CONNECTIONS: THE RISE AND FALL OF RICHARD WHITNEY (2013) (describing Whitney’s background and crimes).
the Interior, was convicted of the bribery charges that were at the center of the Teapot Dome scandal.\textsuperscript{17}

An action brought by the DOJ against the General Electric Company (GE) in the 1960s provides a better case study on why prosecutions of complex white-collar abuses have varied from ordinary, street-level crime.\textsuperscript{18} GE and several other large electrical supply companies were charged with criminal participation in a massive price-fixing conspiracy.\textsuperscript{19} Fifty-two employees at those companies were also indicted, including a GE manager with direct links to the president and the chairman of GE.\textsuperscript{20} Ordinarily, antitrust charges were settled by

\textsuperscript{17} Teapot Dome Scandal, ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, https://www.britannica.com/event/Teapot-Dome-Scandal [https://perma.cc/E78X-325D]. Harry F. Sinclair and Edward L. Dohney, who were alleged to have paid the bribes, were acquitted of conspiracy and bribery charges. However, Sinclair was indicted for tax evasion but was acquitted by a jury. Nevertheless, Mitchell was forced to pay $1 million to the IRS over those charges. JERRY W. MARKHAM, A FINANCIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES: FROM J.P. MORGAN TO THE INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR (1900–1970) 182 (2002) [hereinafter FROM J.P. MORGAN TO THE INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR]. Other Sutherland targets included Wilbur Foshay, the head of another utility empire, but Foshay was convicted and jailed on criminal charges. Foshay was freed after his fifteen-year sentence was commuted by President Franklin Roosevelt and was later pardoned entirely by President Harry Truman. Britt Aamodt, Foshay Built Utilities Empire and Minneapolis’ Tallest Building, But Lost It All, MINNPOST (Dec. 10, 2013), https://www.minnpost.com/mnopedia/2013/12/foshay-built-utilities-empire-and-minneapolis-tallest-building-lost-it-all [https://perma.cc/5DYH-9UVD]. Other executives cited by Sutherland were ruined financially or committed suicide. For example, the Van Sweringen brothers, who were railroad magnates from Cleveland Ohio, were bankrupted by the Great Depression and died in poverty, not having been charged with a crime. FROM J.P. MORGAN TO THE INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR, supra, at 176. Alexandre Stavisky, a French financier who created a widely publicized scandal involving the sale of worthless bonds, either committed suicide or was murdered after his wrongdoing was discovered. Stavisky Affair, ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, https://www.britannica.com/event/Stavisky-Affair [https://perma.cc/66FN-4BYW]. Ivan Krueger, the infamous Swedish businessman who controlled a vast financial empire and a monopoly over the sale of matches, also committed suicide when his businesses collapsed in the 1930s. See generally FRANK PORTNOY, THE MATCH KING: IVAR KREUGER, THE FINANCIAL GENIUS BEHIND A CENTURY OF WALL STREET SCANDALS (2009) (questioning the magnitude of Krueger’s alleged wrongdoing). Another Sutherland target, Phillip Musica, was convicted of fraud, but was pardoned by President William Howard Taft. Musica went on to commit other fraud, including a massive swindle at McKesson & Robbins, a pharmaceutical company. Musica committed suicide after his thefts from that company were discovered. FROM J.P. MORGAN TO THE INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR, supra, at 211.

\textsuperscript{18} This conspiracy was uncovered after officials of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) complained to the DOJ that they had received identical sealed bids from electrical companies who were supposed to be competing for TVA contracts. William H. Andrews, Book Review, 39 IND. L.J. 170, 170 (1963) (reviewing JOHN HERLING, THE GREAT PRICE CONSPIRACY (1962)).

\textsuperscript{19} Id. at 173, 179.

\textsuperscript{20} Id.
pleas of *nolo contendere*.\(^\text{21}\) In this case, however, U.S. Attorney General William P. Rogers asked the district court to reject such pleas because of the egregiousness of the conduct, which the court did.\(^\text{22}\) Nevertheless, the indictment of the GE manager was subsequently dropped after problems developed with the proof of his involvement.\(^\text{23}\) GE then agreed to enter guilty and *nolo contendere* pleas on the condition that the government exonerate its board of directors and top executives. This was done through a declaration by the DOJ that it had no proof that the board and upper level GE executives had knowledge of, or engaged in, the conspiracies.\(^\text{24}\) In exchange, GE agreed to pay what was then a record penalty of $7,470,000.\(^\text{25}\)

As will be seen, the outcome in the GE case is similar to the model used in the post-Financial Crisis cases. The DOJ made headlines by bringing the case against GE, but soon realized that proving charges against senior managers would be difficult. Moreover, destroying the company would have served no useful purpose. To the contrary, GE shareholders would have lost their investment in this very valuable and viable enterprise, GE suppliers would have suffered grave losses, and thousands of employees would have lost their jobs, destroying families and whole communities in the process. In the end, the government got its headlines, GE executives were exonerated, and GE continued its business unhindered.

### B. The SEC Settlement Model Sets the Stage for Too Big to Jail

The federal securities laws enacted in the 1930s broadly criminalized misconduct on Wall Street. Initially, however, prosecutions under those statutes largely ignored the large financial institutions and their executives. Instead, criminal

\(^{21}\) In such a plea, the defendant agrees to a conviction but does not admit the charges. *Nolo Contedere*, LEGAL INFO. INST., https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/nolo_contedere [https://perma.cc/WMW9-T8H4].


\(^{24}\) MCCLENAHAN & BECKER, supra note 22, at 176–79; Andrews, supra note 18, at 176.

prosecutions focused on individuals who were looting public companies. They included Eddie Gilbert, who stole almost $2 million from E.L Bruce & Co. to meet margin calls from his speculations.26 Other such high-profile fraudsters included Serge Rubenstein, Lowell McAfee Birrell, Alexander L. Guterma, and Earl Belle. They collectively looted seventy-five corporations, causing investor losses of some $100 million, but were given prison sentences of only a few years when convicted.27

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) became more of an activist regulator after it criminalized insider trading in 1961.28 The SEC’s rise was accompanied by an increasing interest in Wall Street crimes by the DOJ. Several prominent Wall Street traders were prosecuted criminally in the 1980s, including Ivan Boeskey, who publicly and infamously extolled the virtues of greed.29 Drexel Burnham Lambert (Drexel), one of the largest brokerage firms in United States and a leader in underwriting “junk bonds” (i.e., risky, high interest rate bonds) to finance mergers, was sanctioned by the SEC and indicted on various criminal charges. The

26 Gilbert fled to Brazil, which had no extradition treaty with the United States, but eventually returned to the United States and was imprisoned for two years. From J.P. Morgan to the Institutional Investor, supra note 17, at 295.
28 That crime was made up out of whole cloth through an SEC administrative decision that was issued in connection with the settlement of a case that was not subject to appeal. In re Cady Roberts & Co., 40 S.E.C. 907, 912, 915 (1961). Previously, insider trading had not been viewed as violation of federal law or even common law except in extraordinary cases. In Goodwin v. Agassiz, 186 N.E. 659 (Mass. 1933), a state high court held there was no private right of action for insider trading on an exchange. However, in face-to-face transactions, involving special circumstances some courts imposed liability for failure to disclose inside knowledge. Strong v. Repide 213 U.S. 419, 430–31, 434 (1909). Interestingly, when the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 was adopted, Congress enacted only a limited prohibition on insider trading in the form of a bar on insiders from making short-term profits. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Pub. L. No. 73-291, § 16, 48 Stat. 881, 896 (codified as amended at 15 U.S.C. § 78p (2012)).
criminal charges related to the activities of Michael Milken, a junk bond trader for the firm. As a result, Drexel Burnham pleaded guilty to criminal charges and was fined $650 million. Milken also pleaded guilty to criminal charges, was sent to prison, and fined $600 million. No criminal charges were brought against senior management at Drexel, but the charges brought against Drexel badly crippled the firm, and it declared bankruptcy several months later. Some 5,000 employees lost their jobs as a result.

A few years later, E.F. Hutton & Co., a prominent broker-dealer on Wall Street pleaded guilty to a 2,000-count indictment involving an elaborate check-kiting scheme. The firm was fined $2 million and ordered to pay millions more in restitution to the banks it had defrauded.

Because of grants of immunity from prosecution that were thought necessary to gain cooperation in breaking the case, no individuals were charged. The U.S. Attorney General also sought to justify the lack of indictments for senior management by claiming that the scheme was a corporate enterprise in which executives did not benefit directly. In any event, the charges against the firm badly damaged its business.

Despite these high-profile prosecutions, the SEC was criticized for being lax in its enforcement efforts. Only rarely were senior executives ever charged with misconduct and, when charged, sanctions were relatively light. In a rare case sanctioning an executive, in 1991, John Gutfreund, the chief

30 Milken was initially sentenced to ten years in prison, but that sentence was later reduced. JERRY W. MARKHAM, A FINANCIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES: FROM THE AGE OF DERIVATIVES INTO THE NEW MILLENNIUM (1970–2001) 126 (2002).
32 Check kiting is “the practice of utilizing the time it takes for a check to clear as a form of interest-free credit, [which] is illegal.” Ugo Nardi, How Banks Use to Spot Check Kiting, AM. BANKER (May 24, 2013 9:00AM), https://www.americanbanker.com/opinion/how-banks-used-to-spot-check-kiting [https://perma.cc/5W3N-L4H3].
35 A best-selling book entitled Eagle on the Street was highly critical of the SEC’s efforts to lessen regulation after the appointment by President Ronald Reagan of John Shad, a businessman, to head that agency. DAVID. A VISE & STEVE COLL, EAGLE ON THE STREET, passim (1991).
executive officer (CEO) at Salomon Brothers, was charged by the SEC with failing to report promptly to regulators that a trader at the firm had massively manipulated the Treasury bond market. In a settlement with the SEC, in which he did not admit guilt, Gutfreund was fined $100,000 and was barred from serving as the CEO of any broker-dealer firm. In contrast, Paul Mozer, the employee conducting the manipulative trades, was convicted of criminal charges. He was imprisoned for four months and paid a $1 million civil penalty.\(^{37}\)

\section*{C. The S\&L Crisis Prosecutions}

Prosecutors aggressively charged executives with criminal misconduct in the savings and loan industry (S\&Ls) scandals that arose in the 1980s. In the process, a new regulatory model was created in which the DOJ assembled a task force of prosecutors, in order to manage the cooperation of interested government agencies and prosecute widespread financial abuses by executives at S\&Ls. That model was successful in prosecuting a large number of S\&L executives. The next Section of the article, however, shows that the model exposed some flaws when applied to executives at large companies after the collapse of the Enron Corporation in 2001.

A collapse of real estate values and the failure of over 700 S\&Ls led to the exposure of widespread abuses by S\&L executives.\(^{38}\) A Bank Fraud Working Group composed of officials from the DOJ, Treasury, and the OCC was created in order to coordinate the investigations of those executives.\(^{39}\) A


This group, chaired by the Fraud Section, provides a forum for enforcement groups to exchange information on developing trends, new laws and regulations, and law enforcement issues and techniques. Membership includes not only federal securities and commodities law enforcement and regulatory agencies but also enforcement representatives from securities and commodities exchange and broker/dealer organizations.
special prosecution task force called “Texcon” was assembled to prosecute a large number of S&L related crimes that had occurred in the Dallas, Texas area. Another task force called Thrifcon also prosecuted S&L related crimes in the Dallas area. Thrifcon grew to include ninety-four FBI agents and 150 law enforcement personnel from DOJ and Treasury. Similar task forces were created in twenty other large cities.

Some 1,100 individuals were charged with “major” crimes in their roles at failed S&Ls. Of that number, 839 were convicted. Those S&L prosecutions evidenced an aggressive stance in indicting and convicting white-collar executives employed at those institutions. Unlike the GE case, however, the S&Ls where the prosecuted executives worked were usually bankrupt. Consequently, their jailing could cause no further damage to the economy, shareholders, employees, or suppliers.

D. The Enron Era Scandals

The government’s aggressive approach toward enforcement actions against white-collar criminals at S&Ls ratcheted up after the spectacular failure of the Enron Corporation (Enron) in October 2001. Enron, an energy and commodity-trading firm, was the seventh largest company in the United States when it declared bankruptcy. Its failure revealed that Enron executives had been cooking its books by wildly overstating its revenue and assets. These revelations set off a firestorm in the press and in Congress, who called for

---

40 Corporate Crime: Contemporary Debates 203–04 (Frank Pearce & Lauren Snider, eds., 1995).
41 Id.
42 Two Financial Crises Compared, supra note 38. Among the high-profile prosecutions from those scandals was Don Dixon, the head of Vernon Savings & Loan in Texas. The failure of that institution cost taxpayers $1.3 billion. White-Collar Crime Reconsidered 197 (Kip Schlegel & David Weisburd eds., 1992). Dixon was given a five-year prison sentence for looting that S&L, using its funds for such things as a beach house, jet aircraft, and a two-week culinary tour of France. Jerry W. Markham, A Financial History of Modern U.S. Corporate Scandals: From Enron to Reform 317 (2005) [hereinafter From Enron to Reform]. Another high-flier prosecuted by the DOJ was Charles Keating, the head of the Lincoln Savings & Loan, in Irvine, California. Lincoln’s failure cost taxpayers $3.4 billion. Keating was alleged to have looted over $35 million from that institution. He was imprisoned for four and a half years before his state and federal convictions were overturned on appeal. Keating then agreed to plead guilty to fraud charges and was sentenced to time already served. Robert D. McFadden, Charles Keating, 90, Key Figure in '80s Savings and Loan Crisis, Dies, N.Y. Times (Apr. 2, 2014), http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/02/business/charles-keating-key-figure-in-the-1980s-savings-and-loan-crisis-dies-at-90.html [https://perma.cc/38X4-KBTX].
immediate investigation.\(^{43}\) Using the S&L model, a Corporate Fraud Task Force was formed in 2002 to investigate Enron and its executives.\(^{44}\) As the result of investigations of Enron related activities by the Corporate Task Force, criminal charges were filed against thirty-six individuals, including twenty-seven former company executives. Eighteen of those executives either pleaded guilty or were convicted after trial.\(^{45}\)

Accounting fraud and other financial scandals spread to other firms after Enron’s failure. By March of 2004, the DOJ had indicted hundreds of executives caught up in the financial scandals at Enron and other companies and over 500 of whom were convicted.\(^{46}\) Included in the executives convicted were 214 CEOs and presidents, 53 chief financial officers, 129 vice presidents and 23 corporate attorneys. Unfortunately, the successes of the Corporate Fraud Task Force were marred by the hardball tactics used by the DOJ to obtain convictions.\(^{47}\) This included threatening and indicting relatives in order to force guilty pleas from executives, pressuring companies to waive attorney client privileges, and seeking to prevent companies from paying the attorney fees of employees.\(^{48}\)

In another exercise of extreme bad judgment, the DOJ indicted Enron’s accounting firm, Arthur Andersen LLP.\(^{49}\) That firm was subsequently convicted of mail and wire fraud for the destruction of Enron records that the government thought might be relevant to its investigation of Enron.\(^{50}\) The Supreme Court reversed the firm’s conviction, rejecting the DOJ’s prosecution theory for its mail and wire fraud charges. The Supreme Court’s exoneration, however, came too late to save

\(^{43}\) From Enron to Reform, supra note 42, at 67, 91–94.
\(^{44}\) Initially, this task force was composed of the DOJ, SEC, CFTC, but was gradually expanded to include dozens of regulators. From Enron to Reform, supra note 42, at 109–10.
\(^{47}\) From Enron Era Scandals to the Subprime Crisis, supra note 46, at 33.
\(^{48}\) From Enron to Reform, supra note 42, at 108–18; From Enron Era Scandals to the Subprime Crisis, supra note 46, at 59–62.
\(^{50}\) Id. at 707–08.
the firm. Its business was destroyed and some 28,000 Arthur Andersen employees lost their jobs.

This was certainly a black eye for the government. There was much criticism of the government’s overreaching in the Arthur Andersen case. As the Economist asserted, “prosecutors should reserve the criminal prosecution of service firms such as accountants, banks and insurance firms, which depend on government licenses to stay in business, to only the most egregious cases. After all, the SEC and other agencies already have a powerful sanction in civil lawsuits.” Such criticism caused the DOJ to seek alternatives to criminal sanctions, which led to the use of deferred prosecution agreements and large fines. Financial service firms readily consented to that change in approach, as the Arthur Andersen indictment sent a clear and ominous message to financial service firms and their executives (i.e., settle with the government or face destruction of their business).

E. Energy Price Manipulations

The collapse of Enron also resulted in an investigation of its energy trading practices in the California electricity market. Those investigations were conducted by, among others, the California Attorney General, DOJ, CFTC and FERC. The California Attorney General boasted that his office recovered more than $3.3 billion from energy trading firms for abusive trading practices uncovered in these investigations. FERC assessed fines that totaled over $4 billion for energy trading on bankrupt Enron as well as five other firms. Several Enron traders were indicted and pleaded guilty to criminal charges for manipulating electricity prices. The energy price manipulations also gave rise to an aggressive prosecutorial stance by the CFTC. Between 2002 and 2009, the CFTC brought actions charging false reporting and attempted manipulation against forty-two energy-trading firms, many of whom had been the target of FERC charges. Thirty-one individuals were also charged, but almost all of these defendants were traders, not senior level executives. The

\[51\] Id.
\[52\] FROM ENRON TO REFORM, supra note 42, at 206–12.
\[53\] Reversed and Remanded: The Supreme Court’s Quashing of the Accounting Firm’s Conviction Sends an Important Signal, ECONOMIST (June 2, 2005), http://www.economist.com/node/4033351 [https://perma.cc/3SQD-JQ4C].
\[54\] JERRY W. MARKHAM, LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE HISTORY OF FINANCIAL MARKET MANIPULATION 271 (2014) [hereinafter LAW ENFORCEMENT].
\[55\] Id. at 272.
\[56\] Id. at 271.
CFTC assessed penalties that totaled over $430 million, which were extraordinary amounts for this small agency.\textsuperscript{57} These penalties were set through settlements in which the respondents neither admitted nor denied the charges.\textsuperscript{58} One CFTC case actually went to trial and a jury found the defendant guilty of attempted manipulation, but the court set that verdict aside because of the inadequacy of the government’s evidence.\textsuperscript{59}

The CFTC joined forces with the DOJ, and they jointly brought an energy price manipulation action against BP America, which the company settled for approximately $303 million.\textsuperscript{60} No executives were indicted, but the BP traders that conducted those trades were indicted on manipulation charges. The United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit dismissed the case because the trading was determined not to be subject to CFTC regulations and did not meet requirements of the mail and wire fraud statutes under which the defendants had been indicted.\textsuperscript{61}

In another case, the DOJ indicted Reliant Energy (Reliant) and four of its traders on Commodity Exchange Act manipulation charges. The DOJ settled those charges after the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirmed a decision by the lower court that would have made the charges difficult to prove.\textsuperscript{62} Reliant and its traders then entered into a deferred prosecution agreement pursuant to which Reliant was fined $22 million.\textsuperscript{63} Reliant also paid $50 million to settle FERC charges over its energy trading practices, and it paid $445 million to settle claims brought by state attorneys general.\textsuperscript{64} Reliant additionally settled SEC charges, which asserted that its trading practices had artificially inflated revenues reported to shareholders.\textsuperscript{65}

\textit{F. Late Trading Scandals}

Another Enron-era scandal further exposed the difficulty facing a regulator of deciding between a settlement with a large financial services firm or trying to prove criminal

\textsuperscript{57} FROM ENRON ERA SCANDALS TO THE SUBPRIME CRISIS, supra note 46, at 210.
\textsuperscript{58} LAW ENFORCEMENT, supra note 54, at 276–77.
\textsuperscript{59} U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Comm’n v. Dizona, 594 F.3d 408 (5th Cir. 2010).
\textsuperscript{60} LAW ENFORCEMENT, supra note 54, at 284.
\textsuperscript{61} United States v. Radley, 632 F.3d 177, 179 (5th Cir. 2011).
\textsuperscript{62} United States v. Reliant Energy Servs, Inc., 188 F. App’x 629, 630 (9th Cir. 2006).
\textsuperscript{63} LAW ENFORCEMENT, supra note 54, at 283.
\textsuperscript{64} Id. at 281–82.
\textsuperscript{65} FROM ENRON TO REFORM, supra note 42, at 232.
charges, even against lower-level employees. This case arose from so-called “late trading” by hedge funds and other professional traders in the shares of mutual funds operated by large financial firms.\textsuperscript{66} The courts dismissed several suits brought by the SEC over that activity, but that agency was able to collect over $4.6 billion in civil penalties in cases that were settled without admitting or denying the charges.\textsuperscript{67}

The SEC and the New York Attorney General (NYAG) brought late trading charges against BofA, eventually settling for $675 million, but no executives were charged.\textsuperscript{68} The NYAG indicted an BofA employee conducting the trades; he was ultimately acquitted of most of the charges. The remaining counts, on which the jury deadlocked, were later dropped. After that defeat, the NYAG dismissed similar charges brought against a trader for the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce. That bank had earlier paid $125 million to settle charges over that conduct.\textsuperscript{69}

\subsection*{G. The Financial Analysts Settlement}

Still another scandal arising during the Enron era became the prototype for the too big to jail model used after the Financial Crisis of 2008. That case was called the “analysts scandal” because it involved stock analysts who worked for large Wall Street investment banks who were charged with issuing false financial reports in order to aid the firms’ investment banking operations.\textsuperscript{70} Ten large investment banks agreed to a collective settlement with several regulators, including the SEC and the NYAG, which totaled $1.4 billion,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{66} Late trading allowed those traders to buy mutual fund shares after their closing price was set and after the traders were able to observe an improvement in value after the close by following trading in correlated markets. See generally Jerry W. Markham, \textit{Mutual Fund Scandals—A Comparative Analysis of the Role of Corporate Governance in the Regulation of Collective Investments}, 3 HASTINGS BUS. L.J. 67, 89 (2006) (describing this practice).
\item \textsuperscript{67} \textit{From Enron Era Scandals to the Subprime Crisis}, supra note 46, at 400.
\item \textsuperscript{70} \textit{From Enron to Reform}, supra note 42, at 400–20.
\end{itemize}
an amount that drew substantial interest in the press. No
executives were charged.71

The settling firms included Citigroup, Goldman Sachs,
Morgan Stanley, UBS, Deutsche Bank, and Bear Stearns,
which was later acquired by JPMorgan during the Financial
Crisis.72 Those firms, along with several other large banks,
would become the “usual suspects” for massive settlements
after the Financial Crisis. The financial analysts settlement
also became the model for settlements with regulators in the
aftermath of the Financial Crisis where large, headline-
grabbing fines would be imposed without any admission of
wrongdoing on the part of the investment banks. In exchange,
the banks would keep their franchise and senior executives
would be given immunity from prosecution.

Although this article focuses on the application of this
model of big fines to large banks and financial services, that
approach has been applied to other business sectors, such as the
GE case described above.73 This model was also used in the 1998
massive tobacco settlement, in which tobacco manufacturers
agreed to pay the states $246 billion over a twenty-five-year
period.74 In another instance, BP paid $4 billion to settle criminal
charges over the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.75 In just one week at
the end of the Obama administration, automobile manufactures
and pharmaceutical companies, as well as the large banks and
others, agreed to pay a total of $20 billion to settle DOJ
charges.76 For example, Volkswagen agreed to pay

---

71 Two prominent analysts, Henry Blodget of Merrill Lynch and Jack Grubman of
Salomon Smith Barney, which was owned by Citigroup, were barred from the industry, but
no senior officials were charged with any crime. Associated Press, Regulators Finalize $1.4
RFQ8-2WKL]. Especially controversial was the involvement of Grubman with Sandy Weill,
the head of Citigroup. Weill was on the board of AT&T and was seeking AT&T's business
for Citigroup. In order to induce Grubman to upgrade his recommendations on AT&T, Weill
had Citigroup make a $1 million donation to an elite preschool program in order to obtain
the admittance of Grubman's children to the program. FROM ENRON TO REFORM, supra note
42, at 407–08.

72 FROM ENRON TO REFORM, supra note 42, at 416.
73 See supra notes 18–25 and accompanying text.
74 15 Years Later, Where Did All the Cigarette Money Go? NAT'L PUB. RADIO (Oct.
13, 2013, 5:52 PM), http://www.npr.org/2013/10/13/233449505/15-years-later-
where-did-all-the-cigarette-money-go [https://perma.cc/WS5B-FXHV].
75 Steven Mufson, BP Settles Criminal Charges for $4 Billion in Spill; Supervisors
business/economy/bp-to-pay-billions-in-gulf-oil-spill-settlement/2012/11/15/ba0b783a-
2f2e-11e2-9f50-0308e1e75445_story.html?utm_term=.7438e5688634 [https://perma.cc/
C28F-XTY4]) (two rig supervisors indicted for manslaughter and a vice president indicted
for lying to government about the intensity of the spill).
76 Aruna Viswanatha, Obama Administration Races to Finish Probes, Wring
Payouts From Firms, WALL ST. J. (Jan. 18, 2017), https://www.wsj.com/articles/obama-
approximately $4.3 billion in fines to settle DOJ charges over its emission scandal so that it could continue in business.\textsuperscript{77} Takata, the nearly bankrupt manufacturer of faulty airbags, reached a $1 billion dollar settlement with regulators.\textsuperscript{78}

II. THE FINANCIAL CRISIS SETTLEMENTS

A. \textit{The Crisis}

The Financial Crisis was triggered by a bubble in the housing market that had been spurred by low interest rates and lax standards for mortgage lending. The Federal Reserve Board (the Fed) burst that bubble when it raised interest rates on seventeen consecutive occasions between 2004 and 2006.\textsuperscript{79} A worldwide panic ensued after Lehman Brothers, a giant global investment bank, declared bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{80} Additional large banks that nearly failed, or were rescued, during the Financial Crisis included: Bear Stearns, Merrill Lynch, Wachovia Bank, Washington Mutual, Countrywide Financial Group, and the American International Group. Other major institutions were threatened as well, including Citigroup, Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs.\textsuperscript{81} There was much concern that, if those


\textsuperscript{78} Apparently, this larger fine was based on a theory that the company had to be destroyed before it could be saved through an acquisition by another company. Three Takata executives were also indicted as criticism mounted of DOJ failure to indict executives. Hiroko Tabuchi & Neal E. Boudette, 3 Takata Executives Face Criminal Charges Over Exploding Airbags, N.Y. TIMES, (Jan. 13, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/13/business/takata-airbag-criminal-charges.html?_r=0 [https://perma.cc/3ZNB-JFGX].


institutions failed, the economy could collapse completely, resulting in a Great Depression such as the one that occurred in the 1930s.\textsuperscript{82}

In order to avert a complete financial meltdown, the federal government pushed through several bailout programs, including the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP).\textsuperscript{83} Although those bailouts proved to be a very lucrative investment for the government, they sparked much populist resentment around the country against the large banks.\textsuperscript{84} Congress responded with the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (Dodd-Frank), which imposed massive amounts of regulation on Wall Street financial services firms.\textsuperscript{85} Fueled by the press and populist sentiment, regulators also went on a banker-bashing spree, where the bankers “were called public enemies. They were strung up in effigy during protests in London and New York. Their behavior spurred an outcry that changed the politics of the West.”\textsuperscript{86}

As the next Section shows, the initial focus of those actions was on residential mortgage security abuses, which were thought to be at the heart of the causes of the Financial Crisis. Numerous regulators obtained billions of dollars in settlements in those cases from large banks. Although those cases charged widespread and egregious fraud by the

\begin{flushleft}
\begin{itemize}
\item For example, the chairman of the Fed asserted that:
\begin{quote}
As a scholar of the Great Depression, I honestly believe that September and October 2008 was the worst financial crisis in global history, including the Great Depression. If you look at the firms that came under pressure in that period . . . only one . . . was not at serious risk of failure . . . So out of maybe the [thirteen] . . . of the most important financial institutions in the United States, [twelve] were at risk of failure within a period of a week or two.
\end{quote}
\end{itemize}
\end{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{82} For example, the chairman of the Fed asserted that:

\textsuperscript{83} From The Subprime Crisis To The Great Recession, supra note 81, at 561–65 (describing this crisis and the TARP bailout).


companies, no senior executives were prosecuted. The DOJ also had only mixed success in prosecuting even lower-level employees. Nevertheless, this model was thereafter applied to other financial sectors including auction rate securities, tax shelters, the setting of benchmark interest rates, foreign currency exchange rate benchmarks, money laundering and embargo violations, trading practices, account opening procedures and even to recordkeeping requirements. In order to demonstrate how this regulatory model has been abused, the next Section details at length the prosecutions and settlements in each of those categories. A review of those cases provides strong, indeed, mind-numbing evidence that “the too big to fail” model was deliberately formulated and that it intentionally immunizes senior executives from criminal prosecution in exchange for large settlements.

B. Mortgage Related Prosecutions Arising from the Financial Crisis

1. The Financial Fraud Enforcement Task Force

In 2008, the newly inaugurated Obama administration created a Financial Fraud Enforcement Task Force for Residential Mortgage-Backed Securities (RMBS Task Force) in the aftermath of the Financial Crisis.\(^{87}\) The RMBS Task Force was comprised of representatives from “dozens of state and federal agencies.”\(^{88}\) They included representatives from the DOJ and several of its U.S. Attorneys’ Offices, FBI, SEC, HUD, FHFA, Fed, Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board,

---

\(^{87}\) Press Release, Dep’t of Justice, U.S. Att’y’s Office, District of Conn., Indictment Charges Former Cantor Fitzgerald RMBS Trader with Securities Fraud (Dec. 9, 2016), https://www.justice.gov/usao-ct/pr/indictment-charges-former-cantor-fitzgerald-rmbs-trader-securities-fraud [https://perma.cc/Q95A-HPYW]. The Department of Justice described RMBS as follows:

Residential Mortgage-Backed Securities (RMBS) are collections of mortgages and home equity loans, which are grouped together and sold as packages between and among banks, money managers, pension funds and others. Investors in RMBS receive payments on a monthly basis. Those payments are based on the extent to which homeowners, who had originally taken out the mortgages or loans, repaid their lenders. The payments to RMBS investors continue until the homeowners repay their mortgage debt, refinance or default. Unlike stocks that trade on the New York Stock Exchange or the NASDAQ, RMBS are not publicly traded on an exchange and pricing information is not publicly available. Instead, buyers and sellers of RMBS use broker-dealers, like Cantor Fitzgerald, to execute individually negotiated transactions.

\(^{88}\) Id.
FinCEN, and state attorneys general’s offices. The RMBS Task Force appeared to be an effort to reprise the Enron Corporate Fraud Task Force.

The large number of indictments of executives that followed the S&L crisis and the Enron era scandals were not present in the RMBS cases. It is not completely clear why it is the case, but it is likely that the difficulty of prosecuting executives requires so many government resources that the game was not thought to be worth the candle. This would be especially true if the government were to have another debacle such as the Arthur Andersen case that is described above. This difficulty was underscored after the DOJ received a major setback in one of its first prosecutions arising from RMBS abuses.

In that case, two Bear Stearns hedge fund managers were charged with fraud for falsely advising investors that their investments in funds holding RMBS were safe and for secretly selling personal holdings before disclosure of the funds’ collapse. A jury acquitted the defendants of all charges “in what legal experts called a setback for prosecutors hoping for easy victories in this era of bailouts and foreclosures.” The two managers settled parallel civil claims brought by the SEC on the eve of a civil trial for a total of $1 million. The judge hearing the case called this settlement “chump change” in light of the $1.8 billion in losses suffered by investors in the funds the defendants managed. There were only a handful of other indictments involving RMBS fraud, and only traders were the targets of those indictments.

---

89 Id.
90 See, supra notes 49–51 and accompanying text.

The combined list of other mortgage-related settlements is even more staggering. Citibank agreed to pay OCC $793 million to settle OCC claims over mortgage abuses.\footnote{U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office, Financial Institutions: Penalty and Settlement Payments for Mortgage-Related Violations in Selected Cases 6 (2016), \url{http://www.gao.gov/assets/690/680960.pdf}.} Absent criminal convictions, the wide variation in amount of settlements described below makes it difficult to assess any differences in culpability by these major institutions. JPMorgan paid $275 million to settle Fed charges over
mortgage servicing and foreclosure issues. JPMorgan paid another $55 million to settle DOJ charges that independent brokers it used to acquire mortgages discriminated on racial lines in setting the borrowers’ interest rates. Wells Fargo paid $1.2 billion to settle claims brought by DOJ and HUD over mortgage origination problems. Wells Fargo also agreed to pay a minimum of $175 million to settle DOJ claims that it discriminated on the basis of race in directing borrowers into more expensive mortgages. Wells Fargo earlier paid $85 million to the Fed to resolve claims that bank employees had improperly steered prime residential borrowers into more expensive subprime loans. This was the largest fine ever imposed by the Fed over consumer lending practices.

BofA agreed to pay a further $16.65 billion in another RMBS settlement, which was “the largest civil settlement with a single entity in American history.” The settlement resolved actions by various U.S. Attorney offices, SEC, FDIC, HUD, and attorneys general from several states. BofA paid another $335 million to settle a suit brought by DOJ charging that Countrywide Financial, a mortgage company BofA had rescued during the Financial Crisis, discriminated on the basis of race in making mortgages. BofA entered into several other settlements, including $108 million to settle FTC charges over mortgage practices. BofA and its CEO Ken Lewis also agreed to pay $25 million to settle charges brought by the NYAG over disclosures concerning losses at the bank’s Merrill Lynch unit. The settlement barred Lewis from acting as an officer or

98 Id.
100 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS: PENALTY AND SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS, supra note 97, at 6.
105 Id.
director of a public company for three years. This was one of the few Financial Crisis related bank cases that were directed at a senior level manager, but still no criminal charges were brought.\textsuperscript{106}

Goldman Sachs agreed to pay $5.06 billion to settle claims made by DOJ over its lending practices in the run up to the Financial Crisis.\textsuperscript{107} Morgan Stanley paid $2.6 billion to settle RMBS claims brought by the DOJ.\textsuperscript{108} HSBC agreed to pay $470 million to settle mortgage related claims made by DOJ, HUD, and forty-nine state attorneys general, plus the District of Columbia. The CFPB, a regulator created by Dodd-Frank Act in 2010, joined the joint regulatory actions against the large banks by participating in this settlement.\textsuperscript{109}

It was reported in the press that DOJ was demanding $14 billion from Deutsche Bank in October 2016, as the amount needed to settle its Financial Crisis related mortgage practices. A leak of that demand caused a sharp drop in the value of the bank’s stock because it raised concerns that such a large fine would deplete the bank’s capital and threaten its viability.\textsuperscript{110} Thereafter, Deutsche Bank settled with DOJ for $7.2 billion.\textsuperscript{111} At the same time, Credit Suisse agreed to pay $5.3 billion to settle DOJ demands over mortgage issues.\textsuperscript{112}

\textsuperscript{\textit{106} In the settlement, Lewis neither admitted nor denied the charges, and BofA paid the $10 million in the settlement for which Lewis was responsible. It was also reported that Lewis settled because he had no further interest in working for a public company. Andrew Dunn, Bank of America, Ken Lewis Agree to $25 Million Settlement in Merrill Lynch Case, CHARLOTTE OBSERVER (Mar. 26, 2014, 5:16 PM), http://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/business/banking/article9107189.html [https://perma.cc/UB4Q-V8AR].}


\textsuperscript{\textit{111} Settlement With U.S., supra note 3.}

traders involved in these cases generally avoided criminal prosecution. However, a Credit Suisse trader working in New York was given thirty months of prison time for concealing the bank’s losses in mortgage-backed securities.\footnote{William D. Cohan, How Wall Street’s Bankers Stayed Out of Jail, ATLANTIC (Sept. 2015), https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2015/09/how-wall-streets-bankers-stayed-out-of-jail/399368/ [https://perma.cc/QYX3-MD2M].}

Barclays refused to settle RMBS charges and was sued by DOJ.\footnote{Deutsche Bank Agrees to $7.2 billion Mortgage Settlement, supra note 112.} Several other large banks were still under investigation, including RBS, Wells Fargo, UBS, and HSBC for possible additional demands.\footnote{Settlement With U.S., supra note 3.} RBS announced in January 2017 that it was reserving a further $3.8 billion in anticipation of mortgage related settlements. This addition increased RBS’s reserve account for mortgage related litigation costs to a total of $8.4 billion.\footnote{Chad Bray, R.B.S. Adds $3.8 Billion to Mortgage Inquiry Provisions as Rivals Settle, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 26, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/26/business/dealbook/rbs-banks-britain-us-lawsuit-mortgage.html?_r=0 [https://perma.cc/5SG8-9MFJ].}

2. FHFA Actions

More billions were grabbed from the large banks through settlements in cases brought by the FHFA on behalf of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, both of which were public companies taken over by the federal government during the Financial Crisis.\footnote{See FROM THE SUBPRIME CRISIS TO THE GREAT RECESSION, supra note 81, at 520-23 (describing that takeover).} BofA agreed to pay $9.5 billion to settle such claims.\footnote{John Kell, Bank of America to Pay $9.5 Billion to Resolve FHFA Claims, WALL ST. J. (Mar. 26, 2014), http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052702303779504579463751775159682 [https://perma.cc/RWS6-ABWK].} BofA and one of its employees were also found guilty by a jury of misleading Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac over the quality of mortgages originated by Countrywide Financial, which was acquired by BofA at the outset of the Financial Crisis.\footnote{See FROM THE SUBPRIME CRISIS TO THE GREAT RECESSION, supra note 81, at 476–80 (Describing that acquisition).} BofA and was ordered to pay $1.27 billion as damages. That decision was overturned on appeal because the defendants were found only to be in breach of contract promises, which did not amount to fraud.\footnote{United States ex rel. O’Donnell v. Countrywide Home Loans, Inc., 822 F.3d 650, 652-55 (2d Cir. 2016).}
In yet another action, JPMorgan agreed to pay $5.1 billion to settle claims brought by the FHFA.\textsuperscript{121} Goldman Sachs agreed in a settlement with FHFA to repurchase mortgage bonds valued at $3.15 billion that it had sold to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. The bonds were said to be worth about $1.2 billion less than that repurchase price.\textsuperscript{122} Deutsche Bank agreed to pay $1.93 billion to settle Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac related claims;\textsuperscript{123} Wells Fargo agreed to pay $1.32 billion to FHFA;\textsuperscript{124} Morgan Stanley agreed to pay $1.25 billion;\textsuperscript{125} UBS agreed to pay $885 million;\textsuperscript{126} Citigroup paid $968 million;\textsuperscript{127} Credit Suisse paid $885 million;\textsuperscript{128} and HSBC agreed to pay $550 million.\textsuperscript{129} These and other settlements obtained by FHFA totaled over $18 billion.\textsuperscript{130}
3. NCUA Accusations

The National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), an independent federal agency that supervises federal credit unions, blamed several other large investment banks for the failure of five large wholesale credit unions. The NCUA accused those banks of misrepresenting the risks of $50 billion of mortgage-backed securities they sold to the credit unions.132 RBS settled NCUA mortgage claims for $1.1 billion.133 BofA paid $165 million in a settlement with NCUA.134 UBS Group AG agreed to pay $445 million, and Credit Suisse Group AG paid $400 million to settle mortgage claims brought by the NCUA. NCUA additionally sued Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan for sales of mortgage-backed bonds to credit unions that the NCUA claimed were “destined to perform poorly.”135 The NCUA suit against Goldman Sachs sought $491 million and was subsequently settled.136 JPMorgan settled with the NCUA for $1.4 billion.137

4. SEC Civil Claims

The SEC also brought claims against the large banks in connection with their mortgage activities. For example, the SEC sued Goldman Sachs and one low-level employee for misleading German banks on the risks of gambling in U.S. residential mortgages. These charges made worldwide headlines, which resulted in a drop in stock prices, including a fall of 13 percent in Goldman’s stock price.138 Goldman settled the charges brought against the firm by the SEC for a then
record $550 million. The employee was found guilty of fraud after a civil jury trial on the SEC charges, and he did not appeal that decision.\textsuperscript{139} No Goldman executives were charged with any wrongdoing.

Citigroup agreed to pay $75 million to settle SEC charges involving that bank’s concealment of losses from subprime mortgage holdings during the Financial Crisis.\textsuperscript{140} Citigroup also agreed to pay the SEC $285 million to settle charges that were similar to those brought against Goldman Sachs.\textsuperscript{141} The Citigroup employee in charge of the deal was acquitted by a jury of the SEC’s charges, however, apparently because of the jurors’ annoyance with the fact that no senior Citigroup executives were charged.\textsuperscript{142} The SEC was again embarrassed after it dropped claims against an employee of JPMorgan Chase, who was charged with misleading investors in a manner that resembled the charges brought against Goldman Sachs. Nevertheless, JPMorgan paid $153.6 million to settle charges over the offering at issue in that case.\textsuperscript{143} JPMorgan paid the SEC another $296 million to settle further mortgage-related issues. No individuals were charged in the latter action.\textsuperscript{144}


\textsuperscript{142} Jason M. Breslow, \textit{Too Big to Jail? The Top 10 Civil Cases Against the Banks}, PUB. BROAD. SERV. (Jan. 22, 2013), http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/too-big-to-jail-the-top-10-civil-cases-against-the-banks/.


Morgan Stanley agreed to pay $275 million to settle SEC claims over its mortgage-backed bond activities. RBS agreed to pay the SEC $154 million to settle such charges. UBS agreed to pay the SEC about $50 million to settle claims that it misled investors on the dangers of mortgage-backed securities. BofA paid $150 million to settle SEC charges over disclosures relating to its rescue of Merrill Lynch during the Financial Crisis; $131 million to settle SEC charges over Merrill Lynch’s selection of mortgages for RMBS; and another $245 million to settle further SEC charges over such disclosures. Wells Fargo agreed to pay $6.5 million to settle SEC charges over failing to disclose the risks of mortgage investments to customers. Barclays and two of its traders settled SEC charges that they misled customers and charged excessive and undisclosed markups on mortgage-backed securities sold to customers. The bank was censured and ordered to return $15.5 million to customers from the profits from the transactions.

A few non-banks were also hit with massive fines for their activities in the mortgage market before the Financial Crisis. In a settlement was with DOJ, nineteen states and the District of Columbia, Standard & Poor’s, the credit-rating agency, agreed to pay around $1.4 billion to settle claims that it had improperly rated RMBS. Moody’s, another credit rating

---

148 Bank of America and the Financial Crisis, supra note 104.
agency, agreed to pay $864 million to settle similar claims brought by DOJ and twenty-one state attorneys general and the District of Columbia. 154

C. Auction Rate Securities Settlements

Another breakdown during the Financial Crisis that gave rise to even more massive payouts involved so-called “auction rate” securities. These are money market investments that are, in effect, long-term bonds that pay short-term interest rates. Interest rates on these securities were periodically reset through Dutch-style auctions held by the issuing bank.155 The auctions for these instruments failed during the Financial Crisis, and some $330 billion of auction rate securities were outstanding.156

This massive market failure attracted a wolf pack of forty-nine state regulators who forced the large banks to repurchase over $61 billion of these securities.157 For example, UBS agreed to repurchase nearly $9 billion of auction rate securities,158 Credit Suisse repurchased $550 million, plus a fine of $15 million,159 and Citigroup repurchased $19.5 billion, plus a fine of $100 million.160 In another action, Citigroup and

---


155 As one source notes:

Auction Rate Securities (ARS) are debt securities that are sold through a dutch auction. A dutch auction is public offering auction structure in which the price of the offering is set after taking in all bids and determining the highest price at which the total offering can be sold. In a dutch auction, investors place a bid for the amount they are willing to buy in terms of quantity and price. In this type of auction, an ARS is sold at an interest rate that will clear the market at the lowest yield possible. This ensures that all bidders on an ARS receive the same yield on the debt issue. The interest rate is reset periodically.


156 See FROM THE SUBPRIME CRISIS TO THE GREAT RECESSION, supra note 81, at 486–90 (describing the auction rate market and its failure).


Wachovia Securities, a bank unit that had been rescued by Wells Fargo during the Financial Crisis, agreed to a payout to California investors $4.7 billion, and $880 million to Michigan investors. Wachovia Securities also agreed to repurchase some $9 billion in auction rate securities in a settlement with state regulators. Wachovia Securities additionally agreed in a settlement with the SEC to repurchase more than $7 billion in auction rate securities.

In another settlement with state regulators, Wells Fargo agreed to return up to $1.4 billion in funds held by customers in auction rate securities. BofA agreed to repurchase $4.7 billion of auction rate securities in a settlement with the SEC, NYAG, and other state regulators. BofA additionally reached a settlement with the State of California to repurchase $3 billion of auction rate securities sold in that state and agreed to pay a fine of $50 million to various state regulators. BofA’s Merrill Lynch unit, a product of the 2008 crises and subsequent bank aggregation, agreed to buy back some $10 billion in auction rate securities.

Other large banks on the list of usual suspects also had to pay up. Morgan Stanley agreed to repurchase $4.5 billion of auction rate securities, plus penalties of $35 million. JPMorgan agreed to return $3 billion to investors and pay penalties of $25 million. Goldman Sachs agreed to buy back $1.5 billion in auction rate securities and pay a $22.5 million penalty.

---

161 Id.
162 FROM THE SUBPRIME CRISIS TO THE GREAT RECESSION, supra note 81, at 489.
169 Gillam, supra note 163.
Deutsche Bank agreed to buy back $1 billion of those securities and pay a $15 million fine.\textsuperscript{171}

In a rare instance of charges being brought against higher-level employees, the NYAG charged two supervisors at UBS with insider trading.\textsuperscript{172} Those defendants sold auction rate securities out of their personal portfolios before the public became aware of the auction rate problems. One of those executives, agreed to forgo $6 million in compensation and to pay a $500,000 fine.\textsuperscript{173} The other UBS executive agreed to pay a fine of $2.75 million to settle such charges. Yet, these prosecutions were not inconsistent with the “too big to jail” treatment of executives at large banks.\textsuperscript{174} First, there was no jail time or even criminal charges for the executives. Second, the misconduct involved personal trading. Otherwise, only relatively low-level traders were prosecuted in the auction rate securities abuses. For example, one UBS broker pleaded guilty to criminal charges and another was convicted after a jury trial.\textsuperscript{175} Two brokers at Credit Suisse were convicted or pleaded guilty to criminal charges.\textsuperscript{176}

\textbf{D. Tax Shelters}

Like the Enron era scandals, the mortgage investigations spread into other areas. In one attack, DOJ targeted foreign banks offering tax shelters to wealthy Americans. Those investigations followed the “too big to jail” model in that large settlements were reached without high-level executive culpability. In 2009, UBS settled civil and criminal charges over that bank’s tax shelter programs for $780 million. In exchange for that payment, UBS was allowed

\textsuperscript{171} Id.
\textsuperscript{173} Lynnley Browning, Ex-UBS Counsel to Pay $6.5 Million to Settle Auction-Rate Trading Case, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 7, 2008), http://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/08/business/08ubs.html [https://perma.cc/4QV4-HF2B].
to continue its U.S. banking operations. A senior banker at UBS was indicted for his role in managing the tax shelter program. He was extradited to the United States, but, in an embarrassment to the DOJ, a jury acquitted him of all charges after only one hour of deliberations.

Charges were brought by DOJ against Deutsche Bank for its tax shelter program. That bank agreed to pay $553.6 million and admitted criminal wrongdoing in order to settle those charges. Once again, in exchange for that payment, the bank was allowed to continue its U.S. operations. Criminal charges were also brought against several accountants at the large accounting firm of KPMG. They were charged with aiding tax evasion through complex tax shelter programs. A federal judge dismissed charges against thirteen of those defendants because of prosecutorial misconduct. Two KPMG accountants and a lawyer were convicted of charges.

Credit Suisse paid $2.6 billion to settle tax evasion charges and to keep its banking license in the U.S. A few employees at Credit Suisse were indicted for their roles in the tax shelter programs. Three of those individuals pleaded guilty to criminal charges, but two were not given jail time in light of their cooperation. The third is awaiting sentencing. Five other Credit Suisse employees who were indicted were fugitives as of the date of this writing.


180 Id.


E. The Benchmark Interest Rate Cases

In another attack on the large banks, multiple regulators charged them with manipulating the London Interbank Offered Rate (Libor) and other interest rate benchmarks. The settlements in those cases totaled some $9 billion. This new round of fines came with the addition of even more regulators demanding payoffs. They included the FCA and authorities from the European Union, Switzerland and the Netherlands. For example, UBS agreed to pay civil and criminal fines totaling $1.5 billion to settle interest rate manipulation claims. Those claims were brought by DOJ, CFTC, FCA, and Swiss financial services regulators.

A UBS subsidiary in Japan pleaded guilty to a criminal charge in manipulating the Libor benchmark rate. And in the company’s New York Office, UBS entered into a non-prosecution agreement deferring criminal penalties, provided that no further U.S. criminal violations occurred for the following two years. A UBS trader, who had also worked at Citigroup, was convicted of conspiracy to defraud charges in London and was sentenced to eleven years in prison.

---

184 As one source notes:

Libor has been called the world’s “most important number,” and it dominates the interest-rate swap market and syndicated loan market, and powerfully influences residential and commercial mortgages. The British Bankers Association (BBA)’s website states that Libor is the primary benchmark for short-term interest rates globally, and is used as the basis for settlement of interest rate contracts on many of the world’s major futures and options exchanges. At least [one estimate of] $350 trillion worth of contracts reference Libor.
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However, a jury acquitted six traders charged with aiding that individual.\footnote{Chad Bray, Former Barclays Traders Sentenced in Libor-Rigging Case, N.Y. TIMES (July 7, 2016), http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/08/business/dealbook/former-barclays-traders-sentenced-in-libor-rigging-case.html?_r=0 [https://perma.cc/RZM6-AZBQ] [hereinafter Former Barclays Traders Sentenced in Libor Rigging Case].}

In another interest rate manipulation case, Deutsche Bank paid $2.5 billion to settle charges brought by DOJ, CFTC, NYSFS, and FCA.\footnote{Ben Protess & Jack Ewing, Deutsche Bank to Pay $2.5 Billion Fine to Settle Rate-Rigging Case, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 23, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/24/business/dealbook/deutsche-bank-settlement-rates.html [https://perma.cc/8P7Y-H6NV].} Deutsche Bank agreed to pay an additional $220 million to settle claims brought by forty-five states over its Libor activities.\footnote{Erik Larson, Over U.S. States’ Libor Probes, 49 SEC. REG. & L. REP. (BNA) 1723 (Oct. 30, 2017).} European Union regulators also fined six large financial institutions $2.32 billion for manipulative activity relating to benchmark interest rates. Those firms included JPMorgan, Citigroup, Deutsche Bank, RBS, and Société Générale S.A.\footnote{Vanessa Mock & David Enrich, EU Fines Financial Institutions Over Fixing Key Benchmarks, WALL ST. J. (Dec. 4, 2013, 7:46 PM), http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052702304451904579237570439505400 [https://perma.cc/SJ5F-BNAW].} RBS agreed to pay $612 million to settle interest rate manipulation charges brought by the CFTC, DOJ, and FCA.\footnote{Danielle Douglas, Royal Bank of Scotland to Pay $612 Million to Resolve Libor Case, WASH. POST (Feb. 6, 2013), https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/rbs-to-pay-612m-to-resolve-libor-case/2013/02/06/2c0cc42c-6fd3-11e2-aa58-243de81040ba_story.html?utm_term=.47ad0f814b1a [https://perma.cc/NX8H-GAS2].} The Dutch Rabobank agreed to pay $1.07 billion and its CEO resigned in a settlement with U.S., British, and Dutch regulators.\footnote{David Enrich & Jenny Strasburg, Rabobank is Fined, CEO is Out in Libor Settlement, WALL ST. J. (Oct. 29, 2013, 4:42 PM), http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB1000142405270230471004579165293824297108 [https://perma.cc/9UVX-C5MJ]; Nate Raymond, Ex-Rabobank Traders Get U.S. Prison Terms for Libor Manipulation, REUTERS (Mar. 10, 2016), http://www.reuters.com/article/us-rabobank-libor-idUSKCN0WC2XV [https://perma.cc/5RZK-3B4S].} Five Rabobank traders were charged with crimes in the United States over their Libor activities. Another two traders went to trial and were convicted. However, the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit vacated those verdicts because of the improper use by the government of compelled testimony in London that violated the defendants’ Fifth Amendment rights, proving once again the difficulty of proving complex financial crimes even against lower-level traders.\footnote{United States v. Allen, 864 F.3d 63, 101 (2d Cir. 2017). Another Rabobank trader pleaded guilty and was given no jail time because of his cooperation with investigators. Christian Berthelsen, Ex-Rabobank Trader Who Told of ‘Libor Time’ Avoids Prison, 48 SEC. REG. & L. REP. (BNA) 2187 (Nov. 21, 2016). Another cooperating Rabobank trader was given time-served and another who pleaded guilty was given three months of jail time. Y. Peter King, Ex-Rabobank Trader Dodges Jail Time for}

Barclays settled interest rate manipulation claims brought by the CFTC, DOJ and FCA for $453 million and admitted violations.\footnote{Barclays was charged with attempting to manipulate those benchmark rates by providing artificially low quotes during the Financial Crisis. Barclays engaged in this conduct in order to aid other positions. The bank was also concealing the fact that it was paying higher interest rates than other large banks, which would call its financial stability into question.} Two Barclays traders were acquitted of criminal charges over these activities.\footnote{Former Barclays Traders Sentenced in Libor-Rigging Case, \textit{supra} note 190.} The chairman of Barclays, Marcus Agius, and its CEO, Robert Diamond, resigned and waived their bonuses, but did not face any criminal charges.\footnote{Id.; Mark Scott & Michael J. De La Merced, \textit{Chairman of Barclays Resigns}, \textit{N. Y. Times} (July 1, 2012), [https://dealbook.nytimes.com/2012/07/01/chairman-of-barclays-is-expected-to-resign/].} In another settlement, Barclays paid $100 million to settle interest rate benchmark charges that were brought by forty-three states and the District of Columbia.\footnote{Jill Treanor, \textit{Barclays Bank Reaches $100m US Settlement Over Libor Rigging Scandal}, \textit{Guardian} (Aug. 9, 2016), [https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/aug/08/barclays-libor-100m-us-settlement].}

Lloyds Banking Group PLC agreed to pay $370 million to U.S. and U.K. authorities to settle charges over its alleged interest rate manipulations.\footnote{Andrew Khouri, British Bank Lloyds to Pay $370 Million to Settle Libor Probes, \textit{L.A. Times} (July 28, 2014), [http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-lloyds-libor-20140728-story.html].} Goldman Sachs, RBS, Barclays and Citigroup agreed to pay a total of $570 million to settle claims brought by the CFTC charging attempted manipulation of the ISDAfix, a global interest rate benchmark.\footnote{Matthew Leising, Rate Benchmark Scandal Hits $570 Million in Fines as RBS Settles, \textit{Bloomberg} (Feb. 3, 2017, 11:41 AM), [https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-03/rbs-pays-85-million-to-settle-cftc-s-isdafix-manipulation-case].} In one rather unique action, the FDIC sued Barclays, RBS, Deutsche Bank, Rabobank, UBS and others in a London court charging manipulation of the Libor index. This was unusual because the U.S. government regulators do not often seek relief in foreign courts. Moreover, a U.S. court had previously dismissed claims brought by the FDIC against those banks for lack of


\footnote{Barclays was charged with attempting to manipulate those benchmark rates by providing artificially low quotes during the Financial Crisis. Barclays engaged in this conduct in order to aid other positions. The bank was also concealing the fact that it was paying higher interest rates than other large banks, which would call its financial stability into question.}
jurisdiction, which would seemingly evidence a lack of U.S. interest in the matter.\footnote{Caroline Binham & Barney Thompson, **FDIC Sues Barclays, RBS and Other Banks Over Libor**, FIN. TIMES (London) (Aug. 17, 2017), https://www.ft.com/content/46d51bce-8360-11e7-a4ce-15b2513eb3ff [https://perma.cc/6C9B-YLKL].}

\section*{F. Foreign Exchange Manipulations}

In yet another round of massive fines, the large banks were charged with manipulating foreign exchange rate benchmarks and defrauding institutional clients in foreign exchange transactions.\footnote{See generally Regulating the Moneychangers, supra note 2 (describing the foreign exchange market and its regulation).} The regulatory fines arising from those charges totaled nearly $15 billion.\footnote{See Chiara Albanese, David Enrich & Katie Martin, **Citigroup, J.P. Morgan Take Brunt of Currencies Settlement**, WALL ST. J. (Nov. 12, 2014), http://www.wsj.com/articles/banks-reach-settlement-in-foreign-exchange-rigging-probe-1415772504 [https://perma.cc/NWV6-WR4A]; Michael Corkery & Ben Protess, **Rigging of Foreign Exchange MarketMakes Felons of Top Banks**, N.Y. TIMES (May 20, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/21/business/dealbook/5-big-banks-to-pay-billions-and-plead-guilty-in-currency-and-interest-rate-cases.html [https://perma.cc/BN7Q-GF6U] (describing those settlements).} In one such action, several large banks agreed to pay $4.3 billion to settle claims that they manipulated foreign currency exchange rates and misused customer order information. The settling banks were Citigroup, JPMorgan, UBS, RBS, HSBC, and BofA.\footnote{A single trader at HSBC Holdings Plc was convicted of criminal charges for trading in advance of customer orders. Lananh Nguyen & Patricia Hurtado, **HSBC Trader’s Conviction Will Echo Through $5 Trillion FX Market**, 49 SEC. REG. & L. REP. (BNA) 1727 (Oct. 30, 2017).} This settlement was reached with the CFTC, OCC, FCA, and the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority.\footnote{Suzi Ring, Liam Vaughan & Jesse Hamilton, **Citigroup, JPMorgan Pay Most in $4.3 Billion FX Rig Cases**, BLOOMBERG (Nov. 12, 2014), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-11-12/banks-to-pay-3-3-billion-in-fx-manipulation-probe [https://perma.cc/KDD8-8RD4].} A South African antitrust regulator also charged that these and other large banks had manipulated foreign currency transactions in the rand.\footnote{Renee Bonorchis & Mike Cohen, **JPMorgan to HSBC Face Fines in S. African Rand-Rigging Probe**, BLOOMBERG (Feb. 15, 2017, 9:34 AM), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-15/south-africa-to-prosecute-banks-for-collusion-on-forex-trading [https://perma.cc/XSR2-6J77].} Citigroup paid $5.4 million to settle charges brought by that regulator.\footnote{Renee Bonorchis, **Citigroup Agrees to $5.4M Fine to Settle Rand Collusion**, 49 SEC. REG. & L. REP. (BNA) 367 (Feb. 27, 2017).}

The DOJ and the Fed reached a separate settlement over foreign currency with UBS, Barclays, Citigroup, JPMorgan, BofA, and RBS. That settlement collectively totaled
$5.6 billion.\footnote{Gina Chon et al., Six Banks Fined $5.6bn Over Rigging of Foreign Exchange Markets, FTI TIMES (May 20, 2015), https://www.ft.com/content/23fa681c-fe73-11e4-be9f-00144feabdec0 [https://perma.cc/3CNB-TZKH].} Except for Barclays, these same banks had been parties to the earlier $4.3 billion settlement over currency abuses. Barclays agreed with DOJ to plead guilty to criminal antitrust violations in connection with currency manipulation claims.\footnote{Press Release, U.S. Dept’ of Justice, Office of Public Affairs, Five Major Banks Agree to Parent-Level Guilty Pleas, (May 20, 2015) [hereinafter Five Major Banks Agree to Parent Level Guilty Pleas], https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/five-major-banks-agree-parent-level-guilty-pleas [https://perma.cc/4WNQ-ME2U].} It also agreed to pay a total of $2.4 billion to settle claims brought by the CFTC, Fed, FCA, and NYSFS.\footnote{Michael Corkery & Ben Protess, Rigging of Foreign Exchange Market Makes Felons of Top Banks, supra note 206.} Barclays was further found to have breached its Libor manipulation non-prosecution agreement through its foreign currency trading and was fined $60 million.\footnote{Five Major Banks Agree to Parent-Level Guilty Pleas, supra note 212.} That bank was allowed to continue its business in the United States, and no senior executives at the bank were charged with wrongdoing. Only a small number of traders were indicted.\footnote{Press Release, Fla. Office of the Att’y General, Attorney General Pam Bondi Announces $28 Million Settlement with Bank of New York Mellon, (Nov. 1, 2013), http://www.myfloridalegal.com/newsrel.nsf/newsreleases/B342E613410013CA85257C160065FCDS [https://perma.cc/56BN-RGKB].}

Citicorp, JPMorgan, Barclays, and RBS pleaded guilty to conspiring to manipulate the price of dollars and euros in the foreign currency exchange market. They agreed to pay criminal fines to the DOJ of more than $2.5 billion. UBS agreed to plead guilty to manipulating benchmark interest rates. UBS paid an additional $203 million criminal penalty after it was found to have breached its earlier non-prosecution agreement settling the benchmark interest rate claims.\footnote{BNY to Pay $714 Million, supra note 217.}

other improper trading practices.\textsuperscript{220} BNP Paribas agreed to pay $246 million to settle Fed charges over manipulative activities of its currency traders. That bank also agreed to pay another $350 million to settle such charges that were brought by the NYSFS.\textsuperscript{221} Credit Suisse agreed to pay $135 million to settle NYSFS to settle charges over its foreign exchange operations.\textsuperscript{222}

In another case, State Street Bank and Trust Co. agreed to pay $382 million to settle foreign currency claims brought by the DOJ, SEC, and Department of Labor (DOL). DOL was becoming a surprising addition to the list of regulators demanding payoffs from the large banks. The DOL’s basis for its seat at the table in this settlement was a claim that the banks deceived Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) protected retirement account custody clients “when providing them with indirect foreign currency exchange . . . services.”\textsuperscript{223} And as recently as 2017, Wells Fargo remained under investigation for overcharging clients in currency trades.\textsuperscript{224}

G. Money Laundering and Financial Embargoes

As regulatory attacks against large banks continued to expand into other areas, money laundering and financial embargo violations became fashionable. JPMorgan paid $2.6 billion to settle money laundering charges brought by DOJ and OCC. That action involved the bank’s handling of accounts for Bernie Madoff that were a part of his massive Ponzi scheme, however, no individuals at JPMorgan were charged with wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{225} BONY agreed to pay $210 million to settle

\begin{footnotes}
\item[225] Patricia Hurtado, Greg Farrell & Hugh Son, \textit{JPMorgan to Pay $2.6 Billion Over Madoff Scheme Lapses}, BLOOMBERG (Jan. 8, 2014, 12:00 AM), https://
\end{footnotes}
similar claims brought by the NYAG and DOL. JPMorgan paid OFAC $88.3 million to settle embargo violation charges. JPMorgan also agreed to pay $264 million to settle Foreign Corrupt Practice Act charges by the SEC, Fed, and DOJ. The bank was charged with bribing Chinese officials to gain business by hiring their children to work at units of the bank.

BNP Paribas SA agreed to pay almost $9 billion to settle charges by DOJ over the bank’s dealings with countries embargoed by the United States (i.e., Cuba, Iran and Sudan). That bank was also subjected to a one-year bar on certain U.S. dollar dealings. This was a rare instance in which a settling bank’s business activities were restricted. HSBC paid $1.9 billion to settle charges of money laundering for drug dealers. Standard Chartered agreed to pay $667 million to settle money laundering charges involving Iran that were brought by the NYSFS, DOJ, Fed, and OFAC. Further evidencing these redundancies of multiple regulatory actions, a local prosecutor in New York City was even a participant in the settlement.

Money laundering settlements with various regulators additionally included the following: Ing Bank NV $619 million; Lloyds TSB Group PLC $567 million; Credit Suisse $536 million; ABN AMRO Holding NV/RBS Group PLC $500 million; and Barclays $298 million. Deutsche Bank agreed to pay $425 million to the NYSFS and $204 million to the FCA to
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settle money laundering charges over $10 billion from equity trades that were transferred to Russia. Société Générale agreed to pay $1.1 billion to settle claims brought by Libya that the bank had paid bribes to obtain business from the Libyan Investment Authority. A similar suit brought against Goldman Sachs was dismissed by a court in London.

The NYSFS imposed a $567 million fine on the Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ for handling funds from countries that were embargoed by the U.S. government. That bank originally agreed to a fine of $250 million. That penalty was increased by $315 million after the NYSFS concluded that the bank had acted in bad faith. The NYSFS charged that the bank had submitted a consultant’s report to the NYSFS that understated the seriousness of the conduct. A few individual employees were also forced to resign and were banned from working for banks in New York. No financial scandal would be complete without a BofA settlement. However, it had to pay only a comparatively paltry $16.5 million to settle OFAC charges that it was laundering money for drug dealers.

H. Trading and Recordkeeping Practices

The “too big to jail” regulatory model expanded into still other sectors of finance in the wake of the Financial Crisis of 2008. One fruitful area for regulatory attacks against the large banks involved their trading practices. For example, JPMorgan experienced a $6.2 billion loss in May 10, 2012, from trading by an employee in London. That employee was dubbed the “Whale” because of the size of his trades. The Whale escaped criminal charges because of his purported cooperation with the government’s investigation. Although JPMorgan suffered the trading loss, it agreed to pay $920 million and admitted to wrongdoing in order to settle SEC, OCC, Fed, and FCA charges.

over this fiasco. JPMorgan also admitted to engaging in reckless manipulative activity and paid a $100 million fine to the CFTC. Two of the Whale’s supervisors were indicted in the United States. Those individuals were indicted on the basis of claims made by the Whale, but the indictments were dropped after prosecutors began to doubt the Whale’s credibility.

JPMorgan agreed to pay out $389 million to settle charges brought by the CFPB and OCC over improper billing practices. BofA agreed to pay $772 million to settle claims brought by CFPB over its credit card practices. Citibank agreed to pay $700 million in a settlement with CFPB over such practices. HSBC paid $35 million to settle similar OCC charges. JP Morgan and Assurant Inc. agreed to pay $300 million to settle claims that they over-charged borrowers for homeowners’ insurance.

Wells Fargo paid $185 million to settle charges that its employees had created some two million accounts without customer authorization in order to meet cross-selling goals. Those claims were brought by the CFPB, OCC, and the City and County of Los Angeles.

---

found that the OCC missed numerous red flags and ignored whistleblower claims concerning Wells Fargo sales practices over a period of six years. Incredibly, DOL was also investigating whether Wells Fargo had breached overtime restrictions by having employees work long hours to meet sales goals. The Wells Fargo CEO forfeited approximately $41 million in compensation. Another Wells Fargo executive was required to forfeit $19 million in options awards. No executives were indicted.

Goldman Sachs paid $10 million to settle claims by the State of Massachusetts that it had illegally passed information from Goldman analysts to favored customers, information not shared with other customers. Citigroup agreed to pay $30 million to Massachusetts in order to settle a claim that one of its analysts leaked negative information about Apple stock to four investment firms. Only one year before that settlement, Citigroup had paid a mere $2 million to settle state regulator claims for the improper disclosure of research on Facebook’s initial public offering.

Any doubts whether a giant holdup of the large banks was underway was put to rest by additional post-Financial

---


249 The OCC was also investigating Wells Fargo for improper activities connected with forcing consumers seeking automobile loans to buy unneeded insurance for their cars and improper fees in connection with residential mortgage applications. Gretchen Morgenson & Emily Glazer, Wells Fargo is Dubbed a Repeat Offender and Faces New Wrath from Its Regulator, WALL ST. J. (Nov. 29, 2017, 11:07 AM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/wells-fargo-is-dubbed-a-repeat-offender-and-faces-new-wrath-from-its-regulator-1511951402 [https://perma.cc/LLJ5-YHRD].


Crisis cases zealously brought by the CFTC against the large banks. For example, that agency penalized JPMorgan some $120 million in eight separate actions that charged such things as failing to disclose conflicts of interest, failing to supervise processing of trading fees, failing to segregate customer funds, exceeding speculative limits, and making recordkeeping errors.\(^{252}\) Morgan Stanley paid a total of over $20 million to the CFTC to settle six separate actions for such things as recordkeeping errors, exceeding position limits, and non-competitive trades.\(^{253}\)


Goldman Sachs paid $8.5 million to settle two CFTC cases charging employee supervision failures.\textsuperscript{254} In another settlement, Goldman Sachs paid the CFTC $1.5 million for failing to supervise a rogue trader who put $8.3 billion in “e-minis” futures without authorization.\textsuperscript{255} Citigroup paid $550,000 to settle CFTC charges over recordkeeping violations.\textsuperscript{256} Citigroup paid $25 million to settle CFTC charges that its traders had engaged in the prohibited trading practice of “spoofing.”\textsuperscript{257} In another case, the Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi agreed to pay only $600,000 to settle CFTC spoofing charges.\textsuperscript{258}

Barclays paid the CFTC $1.8 million to settle three cases charging recordkeeping errors and supervision failures.\textsuperscript{259} Deutsche Bank paid $5.5 million to settle two cases involving
reporting errors and treatment of customer funds. BofA’s Merrill Lynch unit paid a total of some $1.5 million to settle CFTC claims that it misstated exchange fees and violated speculative trading limits. In another settlement with the CFTC, Merrill Lynch was fined $5 million for recordkeeping violations. UBS paid a comparatively paltry $180,000 to settle two CFTC cases variously charging speculative trading limit violations and reporting failures.

In one remarkable case, the CFTC required restitution of $1 billion in a settlement with MF Global Inc., a giant futures commission merchant that had misused customer funds before declaring bankruptcy. The CEO of the firm settled charges of failure to supervise the activities that led to those violations for $5 million and agreed not to accept any further supervisory positions in firms regulated by the CFTC. Since the former CEO was seventy years old and personally wealthy from his days as head of Goldman Sachs, this did not seem to be much of an imposition.


Jon Corzine to Pay USD5m for MF Global’s Unlawful Use of Customer Funds, HEDGWEEK, https://www.hedgeweek.com/2017/01/06/247305/jon-corzine-pay-USD5m-MF-global%E2%80%99s-unlawful-use-of-customer-funds [https://perma.cc/Q6X7-6XYN].

Ben Protes, In Tumult of Trump, Jon Corzine Seeks a Wall Street Comeback, N.Y. TIMES (May 18, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/18/business/dealbook/jon-
The SEC also brought a continuous stream of cases against the large banks in the wake of the Financial Crisis. For example, JPMorgan agreed to pay $267 million to settle SEC charges, as well as $40 million to the CFTC, over failure to disclose conflicts of interest in mutual fund sales. JPMorgan agreed to pay $228 million and UBS agreed to pay $160 million to settle SEC cases over bid rigging in municipal bond offerings. Wells Fargo paid $148 million to DOJ and the SEC to settle charges over such bid rigging. BoA paid $137 million to settle similar charges by state and federal prosecutors. BoA also paid $415 million to settle SEC claims that its Merrill Lynch unit misused customer cash and securities to generate profits. That bank paid a further $10 million to settle SEC charges that traders in the bank’s Merrill Lynch unit were allowed to access orders being received from institutional investors. This allowed the traders to piggy-back those orders. The bank executive charged by the SEC as being responsible for these alleged violations was not fined or suspended by the SEC in its settlement with the individual. Rather, that respondent was subjected only to a cease and desist order from future violations. Merrill Lynch agreed to


investors on the routing of their orders to dark pools.\textsuperscript{280} Goldman Sachs paid $12 million to settle SEC claims that one of its employees improperly worked on a gubernatorial campaign in Massachusetts.\textsuperscript{281}

FERC was also back after the Financial Crisis, demanding additional hundreds of millions of dollars in payments from the large banks over charges of energy manipulations. JPMorgan agreed to pay FERC $410 million for alleged manipulation of power markets in California and the Midwest from 2010 to 2012.\textsuperscript{282} FERC ordered Barclays to pay a $453 million fine for manipulating Western electricity prices during the period from November 2006 to December 2008.\textsuperscript{283}

III. Reform Is Needed

There is no question that the too big to jail regulatory model is now a centerpiece of financial regulation. The same large banks are being attacked by multiple regulators for the same conduct across a broad array of financial services in a never-ending stream of cases. For the most part, as this article has described in detail in Parts I and II, the only penalties in these actions have been large monetary settlements with the banks and criminal prosecution of only lower-level employees. These settlements make eye-popping headlines but punish no one except innocent shareholders, who must bear those costs, and employees who are laid off in order to return the banks to prosperity. This Part recommends abandonment of the “too big to jail” model in favor of one imposing personal responsibility on executives and creating a new single regulator.


\textsuperscript{281} That activity breached SEC “pay-to-play” rules, which prohibit the payment of benefits by brokerage firms to state officials who can direct municipal underwritings to the firm. Andrew Ackerman & Jessica Holzer, \textit{‘Pay to Play’ Costs Goldman}, \textit{Wall St. J.} (Sept. 27, 2012), http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10000872396390443328404578022292515750144 [https://perma.cc/QM3K-6SZE].


A. The System Is Broken

The failure to revoke the charters of larger banks is generally blamed on a “too big to fail (or jail)” economic concern (i.e., that putting large banks out of business could cause a global economic crisis). That is a valid consideration, as witnessed by the effects of the failure of Lehman Brothers in 2008 and the crisis that ensued. Nevertheless, such concerns do not respond to widespread criticism of the fact that no senior executives have been jailed in the wake of the Financial Crisis.\footnote{See, e.g., Jed S. Rakoff, The Financial Crisis: Why Have No High-Level Executives Been Prosecuted?, N.Y. REV. OF BOOKS, http://www.nybooks.com/articles/2014/01/09/financial-crisis-why-no-executive-prosecutions/ [https://perma.cc/TB87-VKRE].} Despite the payout of hundreds of billions of dollars in settlements by the banks they manage, no executives were charged with a crime.

The lack of more indictments is surprising in light of the billions of dollars paid by the large banks to settle regulators’ charges over RMBS abuses.\footnote{Lynnley Browning, Too Big to Tax: Settlements Are Tax Write-offs for Banks, NEWSWEEK (Oct. 27, 2014), http://www.newsweek.com/2014/11/07/giant-penalties-are-giant-tax-write-offs-wall-street-279993.html [https://perma.cc/J243-6Z27]. See generally FROM THE SUBPRIME CRISIS TO THE GREAT RECESSION, supra note 81, at 391–408 (describing lending abuses).} If those abuses were actually of such a magnitude, surely the banks should have been put out of business. Moreover, the immensity of the fines would seem to indicate that senior management would have necessarily been involved or at least closed their eyes to the obvious, justifying their prosecution. Instead, the banks kept their charters and higher-level executives effectively gained immunity from civil and criminal charges through the payment of large corporate fines in settlements.\footnote{A battle between editorial writers at the Wall Street Journal and the New York Times occurred over the reasons for the failure to prosecute senior executives. On the one hand, the Wall Street Journal editorial board asserted that there were no prosecutions of senior executives because “they haven’t committed any crimes.” On the other hand, a New York Times writer contends that, while there were crimes, they were not prosecuted for “mysterious and confounding” reasons. See William D. Cohan, The Whale That Should Not Have Gotten Away, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 16, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/16/business/dealbook/the-whale-that-should-not-have-gotten-away.html?ref=dealbook [https://perma.cc/48TE-WZMK] (objecting to the Journal’s position).}

The failure to prosecute executives at the too big to fail banks has “reinforced the perception of a divided U.S. justice system: One that treats the wealthy and influential with kid gloves and a second that has imprisoned more average citizens per capita than any other country on earth.”\footnote{Rena Steinzor, White Collar Crime Reset is Long Overdue, 49 SEC. REG & L. REP. (BNA) 160, 161 (Jan. 23, 2017).} The New York
Times even claimed that the 2016 Presidential election's outcome might have been due to the failure of the Obama administration to imprison any high ranking executives at the large banks.\textsuperscript{288} Evidence of popular sentiment that a crackdown on executives was needed was further demonstrated by a well-attended conference on white-collar crime in 2016 where speakers decried the lack of executive prosecutions. Bombastic attacks at that conference included a claim by one speaker that white-collar crime should be equated with rape.\textsuperscript{289}

The criticism of the refusal to prosecute executives is driven by an assumption of their guilt even though there were no trials or even charges to determine culpability. Nevertheless, such an assumption is not entirely without logic. Why would the banks pay billions of dollars in settlements if massive fraud had not occurred? And, if the fraud was that massive, then how could it have been carried out without the knowledge of senior executives? These are all logical questions and assumptions, but there is more at play here than simple logic.

Financial crimes are complicated and difficult to prove. Complex financial transactions are often involved in these actions that look legitimate on their face and require financial sophistication to understand their workings, which prosecutors are wary of putting in front of a jury. Criminal intent on the part of executives is also difficult to prove because they are removed by several layers of management from the traders actually engaging in the alleged wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{290} Indeed, as described above, the government has had a notable lack of success in contested cases brought against even relatively low-level traders involved in the activities questioned by the government.

Even more difficult to prove would be cases brought against senior executives, who are insulated by several layers of management from the traders actually engaging in the misconduct. If forced to fight, the large banks and their executives could bring to bear massive resources to defend themselves in court. Losses in such high-profile cases would be


\textsuperscript{290} Gregory Gilchrist, \textit{Individual Accountability for Corporate Crime}, 34 GA. ST. L. REV. 335, 365 (2018) ("Simply put, the hierarchy and structure of corporations mean that most corporate acts occur at levels many steps removed from central management.").
harmful to the reputation of prosecutors; a government win could put a large bank out of business, but with serious adverse effects on shareholders, employees, and even the world economy.

Settlements imposing massive fines avoid those dangers and provide global headlines that bolster the careers of prosecutors and heighten the profile of their agencies. For example, Eliot Spitzer and Andrew Cuomo rode publicity from the cases they brought against the banks and other financial institutions as attorneys general to gain the governorship of New York. The fact that the SEC and CFTC assessed fines totaling $12.3 billion between 2005 and 2011 adds to the allegation that these fines are for publicity and not for effective enforcement. These eye-popping numbers make them look aggressive, but, notably, $4.5 billion of that amount was never collected. Indeed, the CFTC collected only about 25 percent of the fines it assessed in settlements. It seems that the deep pockets of the large banks are responsible for much of the settlement amounts that are actually collected.

The bank settlements have been further criticized for containing various gimmicks that allow the banks to reduce their payments. This includes provisions for “consumer relief” that often involved restructuring the banks’ own bad loans. The settlement funds were also being used to fund state and federal payouts that were outside the normal budget process. In New York, settlement funds received by the state from the large bank settlements were used, among other things, to build horse stables for the state fair with warm water washing stations, and to construct a concert stage and to provide rural Internet access. California was using settlement funds to shore up its underfunded state pension funds. Settlements obtained from the large banks have also been used by prosecutors to create “slush funds” for donations.

---

291 See FROM THE SUBPRIME CRISIS TO THE GREAT RECESSION, supra note 81, at 703–04 (describing that background).
292 LAW ENFORCEMENT, supra note 54, at 276.
295 Id.
to private non-profit, affordable housing advocates.\textsuperscript{296} Double credit was given for such donations against the banks’ overall settlement obligations.\textsuperscript{297} The DOJ also deposits 3 percent of its settlement fines into an internal slush fund for uses unknown.\textsuperscript{298} In 2017, the Trump Administration began an investigation of the DOJ slush funds and ordered that the practice of requiring settlement payments to uninjured third parties be stopped.\textsuperscript{299} Apparently, the U.S. Attorney General did not like the allocation of these funds to opposing political groups.

Why do the banks so readily accede to these settlement demands? Senior executives at the large banks want to avoid career-ending indictments, years of litigation, and incarceration if charged and convicted. The large banks also face the loss of their franchise—through the revocation of their charters—if they are actually convicted of crimes, as was the case for Arthur Andersen. A settlement avoids those problems.

The large banks, with a few exceptions, were also allowed to settle the cases brought by regulators without admitting or denying the government’s charges. Even for the few exceptional settlements that required the banks to plead guilty to charges, waivers were given from statutory disqualifications that follow criminal convictions so that the banks could continue their business as usual.\textsuperscript{300} Even admissions by the large banks in these settlements may be couched in ambiguity. For example, in the Wells Fargo settlement over the unauthorized creating of customer accounts, the bank publicly took “full responsibility”

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{296} For example, in one settlement with the government by BoA and Citigroup funds paid to community organizing groups was reported to have totaled $3 billion. John Aldan Byrne, \textit{Sessions Investigating ‘Slush Fund’ Used by Left-Wing Groups}, N.Y. POST (Aug. 5, 2017), http://nypost.com/2017/08/05/sessions-investigating-slush-fund-used-by-left-wing-groups/ [https://perma.cc/7SNA-LHNE].


\item \textsuperscript{298} \textit{Where Did the Money Go}, supra note 294.


\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
for the misconduct, but did not admit to the regulators’ charges of fraud.\textsuperscript{301} Such arrangements seek to prevent the settlement from being used as collateral estoppel by class action plaintiffs, which often piggyback on government charges. The absence of collateral estoppel allows the banks to more readily settle those class actions.\textsuperscript{302}

The massive bank settlements usually contain provisions that allow the large banks to further temper their effects. The settlements are generally structured in a manner that allows much of the settlement amount to be treated as a deductible business expense. This substantially reduces the actual out-of-pocket costs of the settlements to the banks.\textsuperscript{303} Most of the post-Financial Crisis mortgage settlements amounts also contained provisions that required the banks to provide mortgage relief to consumers, providing another tax deduction for the banks.\textsuperscript{304}

In sum, these large settlements produce media headlines, but are tempered by tax write-offs and are otherwise treated as a business expense. In exchange, the banks preserve their licenses and their executives are protected from prosecution. The result is that these prosecutions serve neither as a deterrent to future misconduct nor as punishment for culpable acts.

\subsection*{B. The Functional Regulatory Model Is Not Functional}

Financial services regulation in the United States is conducted under a model called “functional” regulation. Under

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{303} Browning, supra note 285.
\end{itemize}
this model one regulator is supposed to be responsible for regulating particular products in whatever market they are sold.\footnote{Regulating the Moneychangers, supra note 2, at 848–63 (describing the functional regulation model and its breakdown).} For example, the SEC is tasked with regulating the offer and sale of securities, while the CFTC is assigned exclusive regulation of trading in futures contracts. As seen from the settlements announced in the aftermath of the Financial Crisis, however, this model of functional regulation has broken down completely. Multiple regulators at the federal level, and from the states and their municipalities, and even foreign governments, are regulating and massively fining the same conduct engaged in by the same small number of large banks.

This functional regulatory model does not serve well in a crisis. The Stock Market Crash of 1987 was a calamitous event that multiple functional regulators were unable to respond to or prevent.\footnote{See generally Jerry W. Markham & Rita McCloy Stephanz, The Stock Market Crash of 1987—The United States Looks at New Recommendations, 76 GEO. L.J. 1993 (1988) (describing that event).} A Presidential Commission report on that event recommended consolidation of financial services regulation across markets for key regulatory requirements such as the regulation of trading in volatile markets and information systems.\footnote{President’s Task Force on Mkt. Mechanisms, Report of the Presidential Task Force on Market Mechanisms vi (1988).} That recommendation was ignored. Instead, a Presidential Working Group (PWG) on Financial Market composed financial services regulators was created to coordinate regulation.\footnote{See generally Exec. Order No. 12631, 53 Fed. Reg. 9421 (Mar. 18, 1988), https://www.archives.gov/federal-register/codification/executive-order/12631.html [https://perma.cc/G9YL-TVBD] (executive order creating this group).} It proved to be ineffective during the Financial Crisis of 2008 and served mostly to showcase the squabbling of its members with each other over how to deal with the crisis.\footnote{See From The Subprime Crisis To The Great Recession, supra note 81 at 745, 486; From Enron Era Scandals To The Subprime Crisis, supra note 46, at 194 (describing some of those quarrels).}

Just prior to the Financial Crisis, the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury) issued a report critical of the costs and effectiveness of functional regulation.\footnote{U.S. DEPT. OF THE TREASURY, BLUEPRINT FOR A MODERNIZED FINANCIAL REGULATORY STRUCTURE (2008).} That report recommended the consolidation of financial services regulation by, among other things, creating a single business conduct regulator.\footnote{Id. at 139–44.} As an interim step, the Treasury report urged the
merger of the CFTC and SEC into a single agency.\textsuperscript{312} The Financial Crisis of 2008 derailed the implementation of the Treasury recommendation.

After the Financial Crisis, complaints were voiced by the SEC and others that the “Balkanized” financial services regulatory system had prevented effective regulation.\textsuperscript{313} Instead of consolidated regulation, however, the Dodd-Frank Act only added more layers of regulation. It created a Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) on which sit numerous state and federal financial services regulators. The FSOC is supposed to regulate large financial institutions that pose a systemic risk to the economy. In actuality, FSOC is only a more structured PWG and is unlikely to prove effective in preventing or dealing with future crises.\textsuperscript{314} Dodd-Frank also added another redundant regulator, the CFPB.\textsuperscript{315} This additional layer of regulation has only added more inefficiency and redundancy in regulation. In addition to the CFPB, overlapping investigations of the large banks are now being conducted at the federal level by an alphabet soup of regulators, including DOJ, SEC, CFTC, OCC, Fed, FDIC, Treasury, FinCEN, FHFA, NCUA, HUD, FTC, FERC, OFAC, and DOL.

The issue of consolidated business conduct needs to be revisited by both the Executive Branch and Congress.\textsuperscript{316} As the Government Accountability Office (GAO) noted in 2016, fragmentation and overlap in the regulation of financial services “have created inefficiencies in regulatory processes, inconsistencies in how regulators oversee similar types of institutions, and differences in the levels of protection afforded

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{312} \textit{Id.} at 106–11.
\item \textsuperscript{313} DIANA B. HENRIQUES, A FIRST-CLASS CATASTROPHE: THE ROAD TO BLACK MONDAY, THE WORST DAY IN WALL STREET HISTORY 282 (2017).
\item \textsuperscript{316} Unfortunately, the Trump Administration’s Treasury Department is only recommending that the CFTC and SEC harmonize their swap rules. The Treasury rejected proposals to merge the two agencies and apparently did not even consider the creation of a single regulator. U.S. DEPT OF TREASURY, A FINANCIAL SYSTEM THAT CREATES ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES: CAPITAL MARKETS 127, 178 (2017).
\end{itemize}
to consumers.” Reform is needed to stop this wasteful redundancy and the ongoing regulatory bank holdups. There can be no justification for expending taxpayer funds to fund investigations by multiple regulators of the same conduct by the same small number of large banks. By the same token, the banks should not be required to defend themselves against hordes of regulators investigating the same alleged misconduct.

If reform of the existing regulatory model is to be effective, regulation must be consolidated into a single regulator. That single regulator would be tasked with regulating, investigating, and sanctioning the abusive business conduct activities of financial institutions.

To avoid further unnecessary regulatory overlap, regulation at the state level also needs to be preempted. There is no justification for forty-nine state attorneys general, and other state connected institutions, including their pension funds (plus the District of Columbia), to be pursuing the same conduct by the same small number of banks. Indeed, as described above, even local prosecutors are now queuing up for handouts from the banks. Joint actions with foreign regulators are subject to the same criticism.

There is precedent for consolidating and moving regulatory jurisdiction from several regulators to a single regulator. In 2000, England combined the regulation of business conduct across all financial services into a single regulator, the Financial Services Authority (FSA). The FSA was much criticized for lax enforcement in the run up to the Financial Crisis and was split into two regulatory bodies in the wake of that event (i.e., the FCA and the Prudential Regulation Authority). The FCA is responsible for policing abuses by all

---

317 U.S. GOVT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-16-175, FINANCIAL REGULATION: COMPLEX AND FRAGMENTED STRUCTURE COULD BE STREAMLINED TO IMPROVE EFFECTIVENESS (2016), https://www.gao.gov/assets/680/675400.pdf [https://perma.cc/9XFT-R7F8]. The SEC under the Trump Administration has signaled that it is pulling back from its “broken windows” strategy of pursuing even minor violations. That agency has not indicated whether it will continue its too big to jail approach, but enforcement officials indicated that the agency would drop its nascent efforts to require admissions of wrongdoing in its settlement agreements. Dave Michaels, SEC Signals Pullback From Prosecutorial Approach to Enforcement, WALL ST. J. (Oct. 27, 2017), https://www.wsj.com/articles/sec-signals-pullback-from-prosecutorial-approach-to-enforcement-1509055200 [https://perma.cc/ZM28-M7N5]. The CFTC’s collection of fines in the fiscal year ending September 30, 2017, totaled $413 million, down from $1.29 billion in the prior year. Gabriel T. Rubin, CFTC Reports Steep Drop in Enforcement Actions and Fines, WALL ST. J. (Nov. 22, 2017), https://www.wsj.com/articles/cftc-reports-steep-drop-in-enforcement-actions-and-fines-1511384084 [https://perma.cc/Y7QB-33AQ]. These signals are hopeful, but the next administration is free to resume the too big to jail model unless the structural reforms recommended in this article are made.


Another example of consolidated regulation is the CFPB, which assumed responsibility under the Dodd-Frank Act for financial service regulations directed at protecting small consumers of credit. “The CFPB was created to provide a single point of accountability for enforcing federal consumer financial laws and protecting consumers in the financial marketplace. Before, that responsibility was divided among several agencies.”\footnote{About Us, CFPB http://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/the-bureau/ [https://perma.cc/44VA-2M9A].} That consolidation should be extended across all financial services, including the securities and commodity markets. To be sure, there has been much criticism of the CFPB’s lack of accountability.\footnote{See, e.g., Ramesh Ponnuru, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Proves Its Critics Right, AM. ENTERPRISE INST. (Feb. 25, 2016), https://www.aei.org/publication/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-proves-critics-right/ [https://perma.cc/9BLA-SYAW]; see also PHH Corp. v. Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau, 839 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (holding that the CFPB regulatory structure was unconstitutional as an agency unsupervised by the executive branch).} In order to address that very valid concern, the new single regulator should be headed by a five-member commission appointed by the President, with the advice and consent of the Senate. This is the regulatory structure now used at the CFTC and SEC and has proved to be workable and could be readily adopted for a single regulator. The new single regulator, however, should also be accountable to DOJ. This will allow the single regulator and DOJ to coordinate decisions on whether violations should be prosecuted civilly or criminally, not both.

C. Restrictions Need to Be Imposed on the New Single Regulator

More restrictions are needed to stop the practice of imposing massive fines in exchange for preserving business licenses and executive immunity. A much-overlooked fact is that the costs associated with these monstrous payouts are borne in the first instance by the banks’ innocent shareholders. Those shareholders are the owners of the assets from which the settlements are paid.\footnote{In 2006, the SEC established settlement guidelines that required the agency to consider the effects of corporate penalties on shareholders, but that policy was abandoned in the wake of the Financial Crisis. Rob Tricchinelli, High-Dollar} Between 2008 and 2013, the litigation
expenses of the six largest banks reached a level of $51 million per day, which was “more than all dividends paid to shareholders in the past five years” and enough to swallow all earnings by those banks in 2012. One $13 billion settlement by JPMorgan was equal to over 60 percent of its profits in the prior year. Almost all of Barclays’ profits over a five-year period were eliminated as the result of fines and settlements. The $7.2 billion dollar settlement by Deutsche Bank at the end of 2016 resulted in its reporting a $2 billion fourth quarter loss to shareholders.

The employees of large banks are another group of innocents affected adversely by these massive settlements. In 2011, tens of thousands of employees at the large banks were laid-off in the wake of the Financial Crisis to compensate for revenue losses associated with regulatory actions. Wall Street firms eliminated more than 75,000 jobs. For example, in that year, BofA cut 30,000 positions, Citigroup eliminated 5,000 jobs, and Morgan Stanley laid off 4,000 employees. The layoffs continued in the following years. The four largest banks eliminated almost 30,000 jobs in 2012. JPMorgan laid off 17,000 employees in 2013. Goldman Sachs announced in 2016 that it was cutting 1,700 staff positions, bringing the overall reduction of the Goldman Sachs workforce to 10,000 employees in the years following the Financial Crisis.


also announced in 2016 that it was planning to cut another 8,000 jobs.\textsuperscript{331} Deutsche Bank announced shortly after its $7.2 billion mortgage settlement in December 2016 that it was laying off several hundred employees.\textsuperscript{332}

Despite the effect on shareholders and employees, the new single regulator will very likely be tempted to boost its image through the imposition of massive fines against the banks. That temptation should be removed. Responsibility for wrongdoing should be shifted from the shareholders and employees to individual managers. Therefore, restrictions on that regulator's ability to fine financial institutions are needed. Financial institutions should be spared from large regulatory fines, unless it is shown through an actual trial that widespread misconduct was authorized and conducted with the knowledge of top-level management. That is, there should be no fines on corporations unless senior executives have been prosecuted and found guilty of a crime in connection with their management responsibilities. Even then, corporate fines should be limited to a few million dollars, which should be sufficient to signal to the board of directors that increased oversight is needed, while preserving the assets of innocent shareholders. This limitation would also reflect the reality that large fines paid in settlements do not deter financial misconduct.

Restrictions on a single regulator are also needed to assure fairness in its civil actions that seek imposition of quasi-criminal penalties, such as fines and business bars. Among other things, the burden of proof should be increased. This will assure protection from assessing criminal-like sanctions using the comparatively low standard of proof in civil actions brought by the SEC and CFTC. The present preponderance of the evidence standard used in those civil proceedings should be increased to the beyond a reasonable doubt standard used in criminal cases. At the very least, a clear and convincing evidence test should be applied, rather than the existing “more likely than not” tests.\textsuperscript{333} This higher standard would reflect that


\textsuperscript{333} See Jerry W. Markham, \textit{Regulating the U.S. Treasury Market}, 100 MARQ. L. REV. 185, 226 (2016) (discussing the preponderance of the evidence standard versus the clear and convincing standard in establishing violations) [hereinafter \textit{Regulating the U.S. Treasury Market}].
disciplinary actions brought by financial services regulators are fraud based and punitive in nature. Such actions typically require higher standards of proof and intent than non-fraud and non-punitive actions.\textsuperscript{334} 

Additional restrictions on the single regulator are needed to prevent it from continuing existing regulatory abuses. A much-criticized practice at the SEC is the use of its internal administrative courts to sanction violations. Those proceedings are objectionable because the administrative law judges presiding over those proceedings work for the SEC and there is no jury trial available. The SEC is thus judge, jury, and prosecutor in these one-sided actions.\textsuperscript{335} The single regulator should be restricted from using such administrative proceedings to adjudicate violations.\textsuperscript{336} 

Still another area of concern for the creation of a single regulator are the costs associated with the adoption of business conduct rules for the financial institutions that it will regulate. There has been much criticism, and more than a few court cases finding, that such rules are being adopted by the SEC and other agencies without regard to the costs they impose.\textsuperscript{337} To avoid that concern, the single regulator should be required to conduct rigorous economic cost/benefit analyses before adopting any rules.\textsuperscript{338} 

CONCLUSION

It is time to end the “too big to jail” regulatory model in which large banks pay hundreds of billions of dollars to settle multiple charges brought in relation to the same conduct by a 

\textsuperscript{334} For example, in Aaron v. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, 446 U.S. 680 (1980), the Supreme Court held that the SEC was required to prove scienter, and not mere negligence, in regulatory actions brought under its most broadly applied antifraud rule (17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5). More recently, the Supreme Court held in Kokesh v. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, 137 S. Ct. 1635 (2017), that SEC disgorgement remedies—a requirement that a defendant return ill-gotten gains—while remedial in nature, nevertheless acted as a “penalty” and was subject to the federal five-year statute of limitations for government actions seeking penalties (28 U.S.C. § 2462).

\textsuperscript{335} Regulating the U.S. Treasury Market, supra note 333, at 225–27 (proposing restrictions on internal administrative proceedings brought by a consolidated regulator).

\textsuperscript{336} The circuit courts are now split over the issue of whether agency ALJs should have the power to punish violators in administrative proceedings. See Rob Tricchinelli, D.C. Cir. Deadlocks on Challenges to SEC Judges, 49 SEC. REG. & L. REP. (BNA) 1058 (July 3, 2017) (describing these decisions).


host of state, federal, and even foreign regulators. The regulatory model applied in the post-Financial Crisis cases is neither effective nor appropriate. There is very little support by anyone for the reasoning behind this regulatory approach. As described above, many critics are concerned that the banks are charged with widespread fraud but are allowed to continue business as usual and no senior executives are jailed. Other critics charge that the settlements are simply a form of official larceny that the banks must accede to in order to retain their charters and that the settlements only hurt innocent shareholders and employees.

Regulation of financial services should be consolidated into a single federal regulator, and state regulation should be preempted. This would stop the multiple, duplicative regulatory actions that are now common for the large banks. This single regulator should also be restricted in its ability to levy large fines, even in a settlement, in the absence of demonstrated culpability at the executive level. These changes should remove the incentives continuation of the too big to jail regulatory model and focus the attention of regulators on those actually responsible for misconduct.